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STRIKERS CET SOLID SUPPORT

Negro Community,
Labor,Ministers Back
Sanitation Workers

Station Attendant Is Charged
With Murder In Youth's Death
Freddie Ernest, 40-year-old
the station in the death of his
attendant for the Spur Service
son.
Station at the corner cif Walnut
He said the victim and young
and Vance, always had a fear
Gooden had just left the old
that someone would come into
Jackson restaurant he operates
the establishment and rob him
on Beale near S. Lauderdale
So he kept a .22 caliber auto
and was on his way home to
matic pistol in the drawer
give his mother part of his pay
just in case.
from work at a body shop when
He was counting the mone:.
he was slain.
last Friday night about 11 p.m
Mr. Bafford said his son w.
when James Bafford, 20, of
raised up in the neighborhood
713 Tate St., entered the staand was known, at least by
tion and asked him for change
sight, by Ernest.
for a ten dollar bill.
Young Gooden told the victim's relatives that following
He said young Bafford became
the shooting, the Bafford boy
angry because he was given
ran out and fell on the railroad
eight bills and two dollars in
tracks in back of the station,
coins, and when he argued
where he died. He had no weapwith him he thought it would be
on on him.
followed by a holdup. So he
A younger brother, Private
shot him six times.
Jerry Bafford, in the Army
Young Bafford, who was
JAMES BAFFORD
for only one month and stationscheduled to go into the Army
ed at Fort Campbell, Ky., said
on Tuesday, Feb. 27, was
struck by all six bullets — in Bernie Weinman set his bond at the victim was looking forward
to entering the military service.
the right side of the face, the $1,500.
left shoulder, the left side, the The victim was the son of Mr. Young Bafford was a member
right side, the left buttocks and and Mrs. Horace Bafford of of the Pentecostal Temple
713 Tate St. With him at the Church of God in Christ, where
in one leg.
After police arrived on the time of the shooting was Clar- the funeral was scheduled to be
scene, Ernest told them that ence Gooden of 790 Marianna held on Wednesday night, Feb.
28, at 8 p.m.
money St.
he was counting the
Relatives said the youth at- In addition to his parents, he
when the victim came in, and
suspecting that he might be tended Porter Junior High school? is survived by five brothers
robbed, he began shooting.
and quit before completing the? and four sisters.
The H. C. Jett Funeral Home
Ernest was arrested and ap- ninth grade.
peared in City Court on Mon- Mr. Bafford said he plans to of Collierville is in charge of
day morning, where Judge take some legal action against arrangements.

By W. A. SENGSTACKE, JR. ? to "set them straight", and
I
preach and teach "soul-force "
and EDWARD HARRIS
They were also asked to move
Local citizens staged several through their neighborhoods enmarches on Main street early couraging people to join the
this week in protest of police boycott of downtown stores and
brutality and in sympathy for their branches and all busithe striking sanitation work- ness named Loeb.
ers.
The blueprint went on to reLast Sunday, many ministers quest citizens not to read,
urged their people to support subscribe or buy either of the
the "blueprint for action", an two daily newspapers; to pay
carriers' wages and
outline of objectives pertaining their
to the demands of the sanitation when cancelling the newspapers
to call the paper or write telling
workers.
why, the strategy sheet
According to the "blueprint," them
ministers were to inform their continued.
Last Friday, the city counmembers on the strategy to be
cil handed down a resolution
used in the demonstrations.
The blueprint was adopted by giving complete powers in hanapproximately 150 - ministers dling the strike of the sanitation
at a meeting at Mason Temple worker to Mayor Henry Loeb.
Many of the sanitation worked by the uniformed police
the gutter. "I've never seen
HARSH TACTICS — used
Feb. 25.
such brutality," said Clam surrounding him. (DEFENby the local police, forced
The immediate strategy call- ers commented that the counpa after he was treated for
DER STAFF PHOTO)
ed for a boycott of downtown cil failed to keep a promise of
AFSCME — AFL, CIO field
inflictand
bruises
abrasions
into
and all branches of businesses accepting the demands of 1,300
director P.J. Ciampa
downtown and the firms owned manned local 1733 American
by city councilmen. It also calls Federation of State, County
for a mobilization of "the other' and Municipal Employes.
18,000 city employees and night- Union president T. 0. Jones,
ly mass meetings at Clay- visibly upset by the council's actions quickly arranged for a
born Temple at 7:3() p.m.
In addition to the immediate peaceful march from the city
strategy, each minister was Auditorium to Mason Temple.
requested to urge his people to The marchers were escorted
do the following: organize an by hundreds of policemen who
each later engaged in open combat
committee in
A 24-year-old barber, Andrew , con spun out of control while action
Randolph, Jr., was killed early'westbound on 1-55, flipped sever- church; take offerings for the with the peaceful demonstrators.
!Monday morning when his!al times and came to rest up- campaign, and collect food for (SEE PAGE 12)
car went out of control on the side down on the median strip. the (striking) workers; form a During the attack by policeexpressway in the Prospect After his bodv was thrown telephone committee to call men, AFSCME field director
each member of the church in P. J. Ciampa of Chicago was
Park section of the city.
!clear. State Troopers Jimmy
support of this effort; and sup- sprayed with Mace and knocked
em
who
was
'Mr.
Randolph,
will
festival
song
said
Allen
and
-1
spiritual
Malcolm
,Irwin
A
in the gutter. Other civil rights
port the demonstrations.
,
Barber
Taylor
the
at
ployed
on
Temple
his car burst into flames.
be given at Mason
and labor leaders were brutalwere
requested
ministers
The
next Sunday. March 1 to raise shop at 1287 Latham, died about Mr. Randolph was about a'
to call white ministers and try ized in the march.
Fal1961
a.m,
families
after
his
12:50
Profor
supporting
are
food
city
this
in
Nabuy
the
inter-1
of
to
the
mile
west
of
money
half
Memphis chapter
ject Outreach.
of sanitation workers now on
change when the accident occurtional Business League will
The kickoff meeting, accord- strike from their jobs.
red. He was alone at the time.,
kick off its Project Outreach, a
ing to Mr. Small, "will ac- The festival is being sponThe Memphis Fire Department,
federal-sponsored training and
quaint the entire community sored by the Concerned Citii was summoned to extinguish ?
business development program,
with problems of very small zens Committee which last
the burning car.
1
with a big public meeting
businessmen who have been week solicited enough funds to
rlitpooh
nf
A 1962 graduate of
Monday night, March 11, at
locked out ot the economic buy some food for an estimated
Randolph
High
LeMoyne College.
rthe
married
society."
sehl.M
andh
650 families. The committee
project'
Leonard J. Small,
He said management training reported it arranged for 200
two Small children.
director, said the meeting will
will be the main purpose of the families to get food stamps.
His suivivors include his
county,
city,
by
attended
be
Funeral services for Vernon Blvd. Seventh Day Adventist
project.
chairMrs. Beatrice Randolph,
widow.
general
Pickett,
W.
0.
officials,
state and federal
Montague, 29, a Marn- church after returning home.
Leslie
"Affluent businessmen are man of the Concerned Coma son Avery, five; a daughter,
along with owners of large and
phian who died unexpectedly (The church is now located at
busismall
with
hands
Workers
Mr.
joining
his
parents,
three;
Sequilla,
mittee For Sanitation
small businesses and prospecin Los Angeles on Sunday, Feb. 1325 Alcy rd.)
nessmen to help put over this and Their Families, said all-out
and Mrs. Andrew Randolph, Sr.
tive enrollees.
were held on last Sunday Music for the funeral was
project," he added.
of 965 East Trigg: and a broth- 18,
support is needed for the festi0f.at the Alcy Seventh Day Advent- sung by the choir and Mrs. MyrThe opening session will be
Memphis is one of 13 pilot val on Sunday.
Louis
Randolph
Joe
er,
ist church with the pastor, tle Surrell and Marcellus Peraddressed by Berkeley G. Burcities chosen by the National Any group desiring to particthe Trigg address
J. M. Doggette, deliver- kins as soloists. Deacons of the
rell, president of the National
Business League to launch ipate in the food campaign
Funeral arrangements were Elder
the eulogy.
church served as pallbearers.
Business League, Mr. Small
Project Outreach. The League should call Mrs. Pearl Jones
at press time. S. W. ing
incomplete
Aside from his parents, Mr.
said. Mayor Henry Loeb also
the
was
who
these
13
in
Mr. Montague,
hopes the projects
Qualls and Company will have
at 525-7781.
survived by two
is expected to be present
son of Mr. and Mrs. Monroe Montague is
cities will produce 40 candiANDREW RANDOLPH JR. charge of arrangements.
George Harper, Jr. is chairsisters, Mrs. Vashti Harvey of
for the kickoff.
reSardis,
1322
of
trainee
for
management
dates
Montague
-festival.
man of the music
L. J. SMALL
3883 Berea rd. and Mrs. MyrMr. Small, an employment
' portedly died in his sleep.
jobs, 240 trainees to open new
tharyn Powell of 3355 Alta rd.:
DeState
the
representative for
businesses on a sound basis,!
A native of Memphis, he at- and six brothers, Calvin Hale,
partment of personnel, has
and 500 persons already in busiElementary
Grant
the
tended
Robert Lee Hale and Wilfred
ness who are interested in
been granted a 12-month leave
,school and was graduated from Montague of Los Angeles; Malas
serve
to
department
improving their performance.'
by the
? Booker T. Washington High lory Montague and Harold D.
Project Outreach classes in
director of Project Outreach.
school with the class of 1956. Montague of the Sardis st,
Memphis will be conducted at
He has set up headquarters in
He enlisted in the U.S. address, and Arnette G. MonC o liege, starting
LeMoyne
the Mutual Federal Building at
Corps after high school tague of 910 Polk ave.
Marine
ento
meet
able
be
not
may
students
Junior
College
Owen
March 29.
around
588 Vane.
Le- and served two enlistments be. Interment was in the New
at
requirements
trance
merger
proposed
the
protesting
Memphis
The
sponsoring
board
Stevens,
George A.
of Owen and LeMoyne College Moyne or Memphis State. Stu- fore he was honorably dis- Park cemetery with Southern
chapter of the National Busichairman of Bondol Laborator? were advised last week that a dents enrolling at Owen are not charged in 1963. He became a Funeral Home in charge of
ness League has grown from
ies and president of the local
merger "is an absolute neces- required to take entrance tests. member of the Mississippi arrangements.
School
last
in
200
the
to
High
.38
members
"Mr.
Douglass
said
NBL,
The
the
chapter of
of
in the light of present
sity
irection
said.
Mr.
Small
d
the'
months,
the
two
for
Choir under
Small is the logical man
The national project is fund- Omar Robinson, Jr., will be financial requirements for qualposition of director of the
ed by $319,532 from the Office presented in concert on Sun- ity education."
project. He has talent and
Opportunity, day, March 3, at the Mount The statement was included
E c o nomic
of
know-how and has Project Out$93,859 from the Economic Nebo Baptist church at 555 in a report of a committee apreach well underway."
Development A d m inistration Vance ave. at 3 p.m. and the pointed by the Tennessee BapHe pointed out that the
•
and $70,000 from the National public is invited.
tist Missionary and EducationMemphis Chamber of ComBusiness League.
G. A. STEVENS
A few members of the choir al Conference which held its
merce and business concerns
appeared recently on the Ted annual meeting last WednesMack Amateur Hour on tele- day and Thursday here at St. Something new and great!ing champion of her native the Olympics here in the
States. The Squaw
United
vision.
Stephen's Baptist Church, 508 has been added to Holiday on iland for four years.
.Mrs. Jessie Perino is chair- North Third.
' The feminine star of the Wiley appearance was the
man of the program, and The State Convention is the Ice and the ice show scene 1967-68 Holiday on Ice is a only
appearnace she ever
Mrs. Bettye Mimms co-chair- founder and parent body of the in America. It is the dynamic, native of Milan. Her home made in the United States.
man.
beautiful town is one of the few cities A fiery-tempered young lady,
14-year-old two-year college. fiery-tempered and
Dr. Roy Love is pastor of the
to skatThe Convention adopted the young Anna Galmarini of Italy in Italy to have an ice arena she is fiercely devoted
I church.
years ing. It is both her vocation
ten
was
she
experts
when
skating
and
who,
European
report
lengthy
committee's
James P. Stanley, Jr., a car- mittee on Equal Employment
Thursday, the day after Owen say, is the most exciting thing old, a visit to the Sport and avocation. She is constantrier at the Main Post Office, Opportunity at a meeting held
students presented their peti- to hit the world of professional Palace sparked a desire to ly seeking perfection on ice
or
20.
forgot
Feb.
who
Tuesday,
on
A woman
was elected chairman of the
ice skating since Sonja Hen*, skate. It was nearing the and is continually practicing
tion.
Postmaster's Advisory Corn- Mr. Stanley succeeds George didn't care about the old adage
improve her already treA. McDonald, a special deliv- that "two is company and
The students' petition came and a European Peggy Flem- Christmas holiday season and to
when her parents asked her mendous ability.
ery messenger, to the chair- three is a crowd" learned
after the Convention had voted ing.
many great
are
manship.
about it the hard way last Sunto authorize trustees of Owen Miss Galmarini is as dark- what she wanted for Christ- There
skaters, and many champions
Employed with the Memphis dyy morning when a man
to continue to plan for the mer- haired as Sonja was blonde. mas she could only think of
have starred with Holiday's
Post Office since 1939, Mr. stopped her from entering his
ger next September. It is be- She is petite with tremendous ice skates.
C o m panics, but
her,
European
to
good
skatwas
Claus
Santa
and
allure
phenomenal
both
Stanley is a past president of home by blasting her in the
lieved that trustees of
Branch 27 of the National As- left leg with a shotgun.
colleges will meet in April and ing ability. She will be seen in she got her skates and that none of the stars have had
sociation of Letter Carriers, Police said Mrs. Bertha King,
Memphis when Holiday on started things. Every spare the allure and the show-stopcomplete negotiations.
and was elected recently to the 34 of 337 Votletine, went to the
comes to the Mid South minute was spent at the skat- ping magnetism of the girl
Ice
The protesting students were
board of directors of the Union borne of Oliver Wakefield, 32, The Shelby County Demo- led by a freshman, John Smith,' Coliseum
Tu esday, ing rink. Her zeal and devo- from Italy.
from
Miss
Although
Galmarini
Protective Life Insurance com- of 942 Decatur st. about 10:15 cratic Club will hold Open who spoke about 15 minutes March 26, thru mday, March tion to skating surprised and
pany with home offices at 1234 a.m, and found out that he al- House at its own building at to the Convention. The students 31.
delighted her parents because was not overly anxious to
313 E. McLemore on next Sun- left the church after Mr. Smith
Mississippi blvd.
ready had a visitor inside.
The Italian Miss has never before she started she had leave Eurpoe, (she enjoyed
He lives at 1463 S. Willett and
When she attempted to go In- day, March 3, from 4 to 6 P.m• completed his talk.
appeared in the United States little or no interest in -any- the continent and the thrill of
is a member of the National Al- side for a confrontation with and all members and friends
skating before the enthusiasThe Convention president, the as a professional. She was the thing except her studies.
liance of Post Office and Fede- her rival. Wakefield told her are invited.
tic
audience from Athens to
her
long
before
wasn't
It
Winter
1960
the
of
darling
apWilliams,
McEwen
A.
Dr. Vasco A. Smith, presi- Rev.
ral Employees.
to go home, but to no avail.
she was excited about
Oslo)
an
they
had
knew
instructors
in
Valley
Squaw
at
Olympics
pointed a three-man commitOther merebers of the Com- Mrs. King continued her dent of the club, said a souvepupil. Within a her chance to skate in the
exceptional
youngsmere
a
as
when,
1960,
Turner
Maynard
by
headed
tee,
mittee on Equal Employment efforts to get inside until Wake- nir edition of the club's tabJr., of Nashville, to draw up the ter, she represented Italy. short time she had won a United States. She wants very
are Robert B. field pushed the barrel of the loid, "Freedom Eagle," will be
Opportunity
She is the only Italian to Beginner's competition. From much to visit Florida and will
to the students.
reply
with
Hotoks, Jr., foreman of mails; shotgun out the door and fired published in connection
make her mark in world skat- there she moved forward to get ample opportunity. The
Conventhe
told
Smith
Mr.
Mrs. Susie B Hollowell, distrib- once, striking her in the leg. the Open House celebration.
competition. In 1965, in earn a Junior championship, Italian colony in Miami took
ing
are tampering with
ution clerk: A. B. Randle, Jr., She is recovering in John Also included in the opening tion "You
Stadium then the Italian Senior com- her to their hearts when she
Wembley
London's
our
future."
be
will
house
of the club
superintendent of Holiday City Gaston hospital.
title. petition and in 1960 was one visited there in 1960 and she
Professional
she
the
won
conexpressed
The
petition
Wakefield has been charged music, fashions and refreshStation, and Martin F. Smith, a
skat-,of Italy's representatives at can hardly wait to get back.
figure
amateur
was
who
She
students
future
cern
about
ments.
murder.
with
to
assault
J. P. STANLEY JR.
special delivery messenger.

Music Festival Young Barber Killed
Will Benefit In ExDresswaY Crash
NBL Plans Project Outreach Sanitation Men

Kickoff In Public Meet March 11

A

2

Final Rites Held Here
For Vernon L Montague

Douglass Choir

To Give Concert

Baptist Group Votes
Owen-LeMoyne Merger

At Mount Nebo

Young Italian Skating Champion
oming With 'Holiday On Ice'

Stanley New Chairman Shotgun Blast
Of Advisory Committee Stops Woman

At Man's Door

Democratic Club

Holds Open House

Sunday Afternoon

9
6
8

ND
Detroit Cops Hold
Sales On Riot Loot

SATURDAY, MARCH 2, 1968

DEFENDER

SATE

Near Violence Halts SIU Nazi Meet

and moved through the audience giving instructions.
about 100
Then
Negroes
out of the meeting,
walked
munism, and said the Jews passing in front of
Hoehl's
media, podium as they did. As
U.S. news
control
they
made their exit, another crowd
especially television.
The hate peddler received started in and it was at this
scuffle, occurred
some backing from the audi- point that a
No
door.
arrests were
the
at
of
number
larger
ence, but a
although one
students shouted back at him. made, however,
shoved.
Negro students harassed him guard was

Black Students Harass Party Spokesrhan

CARBONDALE, Ill. - Security police at Southern IlliUniversity
nois
stopped lt
speech by Matt Koehl, head tie more than an hour.
pcontrol it and we were afraid
of the American Nazi Party,
of violence."
Monday night and whisked Dean of Students, Wilbur
stoves, a refrigerator, one him away under guard as a Moulton, broke up the meet- During a press conference
Nazi
huge deep freeze and 18 rugs crowd of 750 veered on the ing after a scuffle developed before the meeting, the
party's
the
stated
leader
the
cenentrance
to
the
rolled up in the corner.
at
edge of violence.
and lounge. goals were to send blacks
Upstairs in the gym waits Leader of the Nazi Party ter's ballroom
an almost endless clutter of since the slaying of Lincoln One guard was shoved at this back to Africa, and to try the
Jews for treason.
more loot, ready for the auc- Rockwell last summer, Koehl point.
tioneers gavel. The loot does was staered out a rear door Thomas Leffler, SIU securi- In his speech later, Soehl
not speak the life or death of the university center ball- ty chief, said the talk was linked the Jews to the power
story it represents
room after speaking for a lit- halted because, "we .vuldn't structure of international Com-

pETROIT -(UPI)- A room components that don't match
full of riot loot - some of it.. like marble
without tables
C which 12 persons Uaded
and
legs
without
tables"
their lives during .last sum -1
mer's riot - went on sale The lineup included about
yestesday in a crowded auc- 50 kitchen-type chairs, 20 table
lion room at police headquar- lamps, three or four stuffed
ters.
Ichairs, some walnut bed sets,
The first item sold, a bat- about 70 coffee tables, three
tered maple steptable, went
for $7 to a Negro woman who
outbid several other would-be
buyers.
More
t h an 300
persons
Mrs. Annie L. Higgins of 55 West Trigg, age 80, prominent
crowded into the police depart- member of Metropolitan
Baptist Church has written this poem
ment garage, and scores more
expresses
her
that
sincere
feelings after an illness.
pressed up against the doors
hoping for a chance to cqueeze
People everywhere in life
inside. The sale brought $22
From every walk and station
for a marble top lampstand.
By WILLIAM R. COTTERELL "I can't buck the federal which three youths were killed
From every town and city
$18 for an end table and $20
government, or
any other by gunfire on the state college
for a
ORANGEBURG, S. C. (UPI) government," he said. "There's campus.
and every state and nation
marble top pedestal
table.
Have given me so many things
- A Negro college student nothing I can do about it."
The college was closed until
Lt. Fred D. Hotchkiss, who
the
night
in
Monday
bowled
to allow emotions to
Monday
at
the
demonstrations
It
was
intangible and dear
conducted the auction for the
bowling alley whose segrega- town's only bowling alley that cool.
I
couldn't
begin to count them all
police department, reminded
tion policy triggered racial touched off three nights of M. M. Nance Jr., president
or ever make them clear;
the racially mixed crowd that
violence that killed three youths racial violence Feb. 6, climax- of the predominantly Negro
the goods came from the riot.
I only know I owe so much
earlier this month.
ing in .a bloody confrontation school, told returning students
"But once you pay your
John Stroman, a student at between state troopers and Monday the violence was "one
to people everywhere.
money, the merchandise beSouth Carolina State College, rock-and fire bomb-throwing of the darkest days in the
comes
your
responsibility,"
and a companion, James P. Negro students Feb. 8, in history of this institution."
And
when
I
put
thoughts
in
verse
he said. "Watch it. If you
Davis, bowled at the All-Star
It's just a way to share
don't, someone might :Oat it
Lanes while a half dozen
Held Over Second Big Week ...
again."
The musings of a thankful heart
with a
mingled
detectives
The auction-goers were in
a heart much like your own ...
'"league night" crowd. There
At 1:00 3:00 5:00 7:00 9:
jovial spirits, outbidding each
were no incidents.
For
nothing
that
I
think
or
write
other while swapping comis mine and mine alone.
A federal court last week
ments on what looked like a
ordered
owner Harry K. Floyd
So
if
you
found
some
beauty
good buy and what didn't.
to desegregate the bowling
in any word or line.
There is no way of knowing.
alley under the 1964 civil
It's just "Your soul's reflection,"
whether the blue plastic easyl
rights
act. Floyd closed down
"In
mine."
proximity
with
chair, the wormwood coffee,
a lunch counter in the alley,
Sincerely, with all my love, and prayers,
table or the plastic rose treel
THE PICTURE
but reopened his lanes to all
in its redwood tub carried al
A.
L.
Higgins.
customers.
price tag of death to those'
EVERYBODY'S
who took them.
BEEN WANTING
The furniture and appliances
piled in one corner of the
TO SEE!
garage behind police headquarters are unmarked and
ittlettaate
untagged, all connecting links
with the cases and human
drama with which they were
connected have been erased.
There were 43 persons killed'
during the July riots, the worsti
KATHARINE HOUGHTON
urban
violence in
modern
American history. Of those,
12 were looters, gunned downl
ei••••■•■••emeememeneeme•seen
in the act by police, soldiersl
or private guards. More than
•
1
3.000 others were arrested in
various stages of looting.
For six months, the police
department has conducted an
▪ E fter rive knVeMbet 29 1 96
8 A.M.-6 P.M.
unsuccessful search for the,
•
•
owners of thousands of items
sal or Sun. $I ZS
•
Monday
•
• Sat Open 8 A M tn 6 P M
piled in its gymnasium above
•
thru
Sun. Open 8 Aid to 2 P M.
MORE SUPER SOUL MUSIC
the garage. Tuesday's auction
•
Friday
•
is the first of several, all aimWITH MEMPHIS
ed at liquidating the booty.
•
The money will go into the
SUPER SOUL "DJ'S"
city's general fund.
•
3100 Summer at Baltic
ftlemauswasseessuommumesiP
The auction, and another set
Moon Non
Steve Campbell
2:00 - 4:00 P.M. 1.
6:00 - 10:00 A.M.
for Thursday. offers furniture,
7:00-10:00P.M.
appliances and other bulky
items. Later will come television sets and a miscellaneous
sale for everything from ash
trays to window fans.
Lt. Edward Hotchkiss of the
department's property division
said three truckloafs of loot
comprised yesterday's offerAl Porkin•
ing.
4r00 - 7100 P.M.
"We've got enough for a
Whiz Kid
Avery F. Doyle
nicely rounded five-hour sale,"
10100 A.M.- 2,00 P.M.
10100-12:00 A.M.
he said. "We've got a lot of
tables. We've also got a lot of

Mrs. Higgins Pens Poem

Segregated Bowling Alley
Opens Up For S. C. Students

KRESS
E

LAP
64
J

13

R

es
irk V13

SALE....

STARTS 1[13

THIIRS

FRI

29

& SAT

Priced
Favorite Styles ... Value

l'htai DAISY!

SPENCER SIDNEY KATHARINE
TRACY
POITIER HEPBURN

guess who's I
coming to dinner I

VitoK
1340

- MINUTE AUTOMATIC

i CAR WASH $

251

NIGHTand DAY

12
An
Give Yourself an
Ironing Break!

Toddlers' Never Press

Slacks and Crawlers
Kress
Value Price
Good quality, long-wearing play
longies that wash, dry, are ready
for wearing without any ironing!
Colorful styles in your choice of:
• gripper-crotch crawlisrs, overalls, for
sizes 9 to 24 months
• slacks for boys and girls' 2 to 4

For Cool Days and Nights

SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH

v

Cotton Cardigan

a

um=67c
Sturdy cotton knit sweater
styled just like Dad's! With
v-neck, long sleeves, 4 buttons.
Perfect weight for spring and
summer. White, maize, turquoise, red; sizes I to 4.

•

How frugal
are
you?
Test yourself.

FOR THE YOUNG SET!
They'll Look So Neat-and
Mother Can Forget About Ironing!

Spring-Styled
Perma-Press

LAST WEEK 'TIL INVENTORY

Dresses
wogs
2!4

WE APPRECIATE YOUR BUSINESS AND HAVE 11 TRUCKS TO ARRANGE DELIVERY
11

r -235

lb. beaded No. 1 Atlas roofing

4.98
•

W• 4. Pot

Sell

/
1
4".4)(8' GYPSUM BOARD

PS' sq

98c

or rocornmond seconds

THESE PRICES GOOD AT BOTH LOCATIONS

Turn off
dripping faucets?

CIIILIN6 TILE

LUMBER
lila sod 102 WPI Deckles
WM
24-11* Thrifty Sc... C.oilar
S.21 is•
116 Ceder Fencing
4c lin o
Woe
III Csoler Sidles
' Elocirboords
Si 45
alsId Phs. 2 Cell*? CM
rISIM
lie No. 2 Oak Floorloq Shorts
1"4" EM Tit Fig,
SPAS

r

das)
20" Meferela T.Y.
Merida ft. Stare

REG.

129" NOW

seseir Plywood
$.05 se.
re. fed 211'
$i/ es.
%"-411' No. 2 Chipboard
$2.24
411P 'refinished Lanais paneling-TIM is.

rye

ALUMINUM STORM DOORS
Pit I" thick Self Pee*,
SISK
0
/
1
2" White $elf therinq
.521 TS
Whit* Cross Suck req. $11.111 sow....$21 vs

Biscay
Embossed lino.

$1.11 sq. yd.
112.36 so. y.el

Brigade

SabrIl

$2.36 sq. yd.
S2.46 us yd.

Montino

$1.36

FLORIDA STREIT ONLY
CATS AND DOGS
Robbins pure vinyl fir. tilis
.12e sq. ft.
2-2/0s6/8 Loreored door units
*a. S1.13
/
1
4"--4a1 Apache lairds ponoling
$3.95
4.orhso4 feria trailer, wow tires -.SIPS
Mowery cowsent torn sacks
111a
Skeet rock nails 60-lb. carton
SILTS
Damaged shim+ rock
sq. ft. le
&Gal. cans whOo Leos Paint
gal. S1.119
I-Loa discontinued luriikall Paint
(Lairs, semigloss)
gal. $1.111
exalt" Plywood
se. Is
Plywood
*a. lk
Gray outsidie Hour Paint
1.1. S2.99
ot Irmo pink bathtub (dsmaged)....510.13
11111111160 Cardboard botos. Loh of 60
*a. 3e

1.10 ii. ft.

Plastic

UMW

Pipe

Your little girls will stay
fresh and pretty through
hours of play and parties!
No ironing ever with these
Permanent press blends of
Dacron and Avril cotton
blends.

LI

Always Sometimes Never

12.51

$14.01
Storage Pantry, req. 121.11
4,000 watt electrie well hooter
res $27.13-eow $11.11
2,001 watt electrie wall heater
hos $22.10-eseer $14.11
Platit Count*, Top
$ is sq, ft,
restforrnosil Cosottor Top $1.55 per Ile. ft
Cerresated Plastic Peosib
by 4' $1 511

11PN H. HOLLYWOOD ST. STORII ONLY
CATS AND DOGS
6"124" Darnagod lawlation
1119.95
7-Alurreinurit storm windows,
slightly damaged
so. 11t
'Al `IA floor fit. 46' aortas
$2.31
Odd window sash
is, 29e
Odd wood doors
se. 9Ie
7 Solos coiling filo, slightly clammiest. ms. ft. Set
paneling
4.4
*a 71e
I-6/0v4/0 Alurnimato window, brokers glass $2.91
Odd aluminum UMW,
is. 1s
App.. 660 ii,,. ft. 6" termite shield -lot 5111.00
Misc. moulding
Oa. ft. Is
Comb. Wane&I wiehor strip for
onsodsia windows, app,. 210 sots
les $49
/
1
2 ••-•42111 Dornagod shootroek
is. 99s
1.4weetro filo board. disconbnuod pafforn.34.911

, ESE'PRICES GOOD THRU MARCH Zia
'HI 5:30-

STORE HOURS: Monday %rough Friday - 7:30

Saturday -7:30 'NI 5:00

HYMAN tkpnl
•
1129 FLORIDA

locoothouramo

Nat948-4555

Nat327-412b

MEMPHIS.TENNESSEE

Shop for
economy sizes?

H

_A
Always Sometimes Never

MISCELLANEOUS

199"

ARMSTRONG FLOOR COYIERINO

PLYWOOD

Whit, Painted lewd
scietured

BANICAMENICAMI

FOR GIRLS' 4 TO 6X:
• solids with petits dot OCCOIMS
• la.torso print swinger
• baby dell print with samakod
sloovits
• salmon-chock shirt shift
• solid with yoke arid big whit*
<eller

FOR GIRLS' 7 TO 14

Take a bus

Dial Long Distance
Direct?

downtown?
Always Sometimes Never

Always Sometimes

Never
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Kress Lay Away...
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• bow trim/mikd floral print tint
• Her& print baby doll with
srnocisod si

Stock Up At Savings!

Girls' Acetate

Save up to 40%
Most of us do a lot of little things to save money.
. But oftentimes, overlook the most obvious. And
easiest. Dialing Long Distance Direct. It makes a
big difference. Up to 40% over calling person-toperson. Makes it worthwhile to remember to Dial
Long Distance Direct. Everytime. Remember too
... rates are lower every night and all day Saturday
and Sunday.
Mal Lone Distance Direct-get law statIon-te-statle. rates.

Southern Bell

Panties
1213 4 pedrs$1

Vin
role
pea
coo
unt
and

Take advantage of this good
price for full-cut tailored panties
in soft, silky acetate. Elastic
waist 'n legs, double crotch.
White and pastels in sizes 2 to 14

It's Smart To

Be Thrifty
1000 'Til COO P.M.
TUES., WED., & FRI.
10:00 A.M. 'Til 5:30 P.M.
THURS. !MO A.M.
•TII 900 P.M.

(KRESS)
VARIETY FAIR

9 NO. MAIN STREET
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Shelby County Girl
'Miss Brain' Of TSU
Miss Catherine Westbrooks,
a member of the 1968 senior
class of Tennessee AiScl State
university in Nashville has been
named "Miss Brain" , of hei
graduating class
Miss Westbrooks is a grack.
ate of the Barret's Chapel Higi
school at Arlington, Tenn., an
the daughter of Mr. and Mr
Jesse Westbrooks of Arlington
She is currently campus l
president a rid national secre-!
tary of the Alpha Kappa Mu
Honor Society, a member of tht•
Beta Kappa Chi Scientific Hon
Society, and has been name.to "Who's Who Among Students
in American Colleges and Universities."
Miss Westbrooks also belongs
to the Women's Senate, the
University Council, the University Honor Program, the Physics and Mathematics Club, CATHERINE WESTBROOKS
the Mathematical Association
and the Tennessee Academy of
While on the quiz team, the
Science.
records shows that she only
While in high school she was missed
half of a 100-point quesa member and president of the
tion during her three years as
National Honor Society, the a member.
Girl Vouts, secretary of the
Miss Westbrooks was graduFuture Business Leaders of ated from
the Brunswick EleAmerica, the Science and mentary school. She
is a memMathematics club, a patrol ber of the Fullview
Baptist
leader, the School Executive church at Ellendale,
Tenn.
Committee, president of the After receiving her bachelor
Student Council and a mem- of science degree in
mathemaber of the "Quiz 'Em On The tics in June, she
plans to do
Air" team.
graduate work on a fellowship.

12 Outstanding Women
And 10 Churches Cited

Formal Dinner Honors
Hamilton Hi Students
Members of the Harry T. Robbie Scott, Jeanetta Sheilds,
Cash Chapter of the National Susan Stevenson, Phyllis WalHonor Society, of Hamilton ters, and Charlotte Wilson.
High School honored Gregory A spokesman for the school
Siggers and Marsha Chandler, said, "The students at HamilThursday, February 15 at ,din- ton are fast becoming aware
ner, in the Olympic Room of the that not only is academic exor "acquired" ability
Sheraton Motor Inn.
and
Promptly at 6 o'clock the achievements in several areas
fourteen formally attired teen- are an asset to any student."
agers, parents of the honorees,
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Chandler
and Mrs. Mark Siggers, Principal Harry T. Cash and advis- UNITED NATIONS — (NPI)
ors, Mrs. Ruth Beauchamp, and — What would ordinarily be
Mrs. Lillian Campbell sat down considered an illuminating reto a four course dinner, honor- tport on poverty was issued by
ing young Mr. Siggers and he UN Economic, and Social
Miss Chandler, who recently Council's social development
were recipients of the Outstand- commission, which announced
ing Teenagers of American that the poor of the world are
getting poorer, and population
Award for 1967.
figures
?utstripping food
This is an annual award ofareproduction.
fered by the Outstanding American Foundation, a non-profit
foundation dedicated to honorU. C. HOLMES
ing, inspiring and encouraging
Al SCHILLING PARKWAY
young people to take full advantage of the opportunities in
MOTORS
America.
HAS
The students were selected
BIG
on the basis of outstanding
SAVINGS
ability and achievement.
ON
Following dinner, appropriate
words of appreciation
MERCURY
and
thanks were given by honorees;
CYCLONE
and finally words of wisdom,
mONT EGO
pride and commendation came
Con A
from Principal Harry Cash.
Members of the National
2144 Lamar At Parkway
The dinner was attended by Honor Society present were
Memphis T eon
members of the Harry T. Carl Barber, president Mozella
Cash chapter of the Na- Black, Cynthia Bowers, William
324-3111
tional Honor Society.
Calliam, Marsha Chandler. AropEN
MITES TIL 9 00 P.M.
rolene Curtis. Daisy Hodge,

Change For Worst

HONOREES AND PARENTS — Marsha Chandler
and Gregory Siggers, honored as "Outstanding Teenagers of America," are

seen here with parents during a formal dinner given
recently in the Olympic
Room of the Sheraton Motor Inn. From left are Mr.

Twelve women were honored
Other churches honored were
and 10 churches cited on Sun- Progressive Baptist, Rev. 0. C.
day, Feb. 18, in a program Collins pastor; St. Mary Cathogiven at the Clayborn Temple lic, Rev. Joseph Echelkamp,
AME church and sponsored by minister; G r e ek Orthodox
the Memphis Interdenomina- Church, Rev. Nicholas Vieron
tional Fellowship, Inc.
Only 8 Performances
pastor; Gospel Temple, Rev.
\
Mrs. Nettie Rogers, director N. Alston, and Assembly of
PRICES: '2.50, '3, '3.50, '4
of the Fellowship, said that God, Brother James A. Hamill.
,
11
•
the 12 outstanding women were
Awards for civic work were 10 410.
41
4
selected on the basis of nomi- presented to Marshall Deener,
WORLD'S GREATEST
nations made by the public.
0. Z. Evers of the Memphis
ICE SPECTACULAR
The 12 included Mrs. Ellen Unity League, Frank Kilpatrick
Branch, Columbus
Baptist; of the Bluff City and Shelby
Mrs. Verley Bell. St. Andrew County Council of Civic Clubs;
23rd EDITION
AME church; Mrs. Leonard Charlie Turner of Middle BapMitchell, a nurse, also of tist, W. J. Sampson, Avery
Columbus Baptist; Mrs. S. W. Chapel AME church; Gerald
Qualls, Mississippi Blvd. Chris- Overton, Pres cott Baptist
OF '68
tian c h u rch;
Mrs. Ionia church; A. C. Williams, Radio
Cochrell, Metropolitan
Bap- Station WDIA; Carl Carson
Starring
tist church; Mrs. Zana Ward and former Mayor William B.
of Zeta Phi Beta Sorority and Ingram.
Mt. Pisgah CME church; and
The "Church of. the Year"
Greatest Skater
Mrs. Joe D. Har-lesty of Church award was presented to Rev.
/ /CIVETS AVAIL4BLE AT: Coliseum, All.
Women United.
H. L. Starks on behalf of the
Memphis Sears Stores & Sears in Jackson,
Others were Mrs. Nokomis congregation of St. James AME
Tenn.. and Jonesboro. Ark., Goldsmith's CenYeldell, Church of Christ; Mrs. church, while Mrs. W. B.
tral Ticket Agency.
H. H. Harper, the Missionary Brooks was cited as the -WomBaptist church; Mrs. Phillips an of the Year."
E. Brooks, Christian Methodist
Episcopal church; Mrs. William
Paid for by Hol.cloy on Ice
B. Ingram of the Presbyterian
For Information on Special Group Rates
church, and Mrs. J. 0. Patterson of the Church of God in
Christ.
Church awards were presented to Elder Blair T. Hunt of
CHECK PERFORMANCE DESIRED
Mississippi B 1 vd. Christian
church, Rabbi James A. Wax
act., Mar. 30, 2:30 p.a.
0 Tues., Mar. 26. 7:30 p.m.
of Temple Israel. Rev. E. L. Sheriff William N. Morris, Jr.
CISat.. Mar. 30, 1:00 p.m.
O Wed., Mar. 27, 7:30 p.m.
Slay of Ebenezer Baptist, Rev. will present problems of the
OS..., Mar. 31, 1,00 p.m.
O Thurs., Mar. 23 7130 p.n.
J. A. McDaniel of Bethel Pres- police in an urban society durbyterian, Rev. William Smith ing the book review on Cossitt
O fri., Mar. 29,1:00 p.m.0Sun., Mar 31, 4:30 p.m.
of Collins Chapel CME church, Library's "L unching
with
Juniors, under 16, half price, Sat. 2:30 p.m. Only
and Rev. L. A. Hamblin of Books" program this Thursday
Enclosed is c5.ci
, money order_in Hut amount of
Golden Leaf Baptist church.
noon Feb. 29.
adult tickets at S_____•och, and/or___
for
Arthur Niederhoffer, the aueach for performances chocked. Make check payable
tickets at $
thor of "Behind The Shield, was
to Holiday on Ice and moil with stomped self-addressed or...elope to
formerly a member of the
Gets
Holiday on Ice, Mid-South Coliseum', Fairgrounds, Memphis. Tenn..
New York City Police Depart38104
ment, but is now a professor of
NAME
sociology at Hofstra University
on Long Island.
PHONE
ADDRESS
The hopes, frustrations and
motivations of the man who
STATE
CITY
ZIP...
has the job of protecting the
public provide the core of the
Memphis,
Lehloyne is one of several book. Understanding and imTenn
predominantly Negro colleges proving law enforcement in the
sharing in Ford Foundation United States is its goal.
grants set up for the purpose
of strengthening business departments and administration
offices in these schools.
Two grants to LeMoyne, totalling about $16,000, will (1)
enable key business office personnel to serve internships
in the business offices of larger
and more diversified institutions and (2) provide professional advice on accounting and budgeting procedures
from a nationally-known firm
%hich specializes in college
ni ana gem ent.

Howard
Chandler, Miss
Chandler and Mrs. Howard
Chandler, Mrs. Mark Siggers and Gregory Siggers.

'Pontiac

TUES., MAR. 26
ihru
- SUNDAY, MAR. 31

'A

7 fabulous Productions

— • 1

/".

-

•
•

big prizes!
• -

•

oiiTe

R ONNIE ROBERTSON
World's

FREE PARKING

Sheriff Morris

To Review Book

Call 274-7400

MAIL ORDER APPLICATION

leMoyne
Two Grants
Of $16,000

MID-SOUTH COLISEUM

WARNING
TO TAXPAYERS

As County Trustee, I am required by law to
publish the following statement:

Vinegar vignettes from SPEAS

Vinegar —Old-Time
Cannon Cooler
Vinegar has played an important
role in history, through war and
peace. Louis XIII used vinegar to
cool his cannons. He knew the
unusual properties of vinegar ...
and Speas knows more about vinegar than anyone . . as they
have been in the business since 1888.

After FEBRUARY 29, 1968,
unpaid taxes bear interest and in
addition a penalty of one-half of
one percent a month. Taxes may
be paid at my office until APRIL
1,1968,when list will be delivered
to officers for collection at the
cost of the taxpayers.

RILEY G. GARNER,
County Trustee

small cash aw
on the spot.
No other game

as new
action
much
gives you so
collect some

TV's; bicycles;

RCA Victor color
electric knives;
$50,
$25,
power tools;
transistor
You could be
shavers;
could
$100 richer—youcash—simply by electric cameras; a whole wareradios;
even win $1,000 participating
all Waiting
houseful of prizes,
stopping in at a picking up your
winners.
for Tigerama buy,any licensed
Esso dealer and
card.
Nothing to
igerama
other
free
win one of the
can play. And no action.
might
driver
you
this
Or
prizes,
all
game gives you Big merchandise
thousands of other big
boats
prizes!
including; Chrysler
trailer); Big cash
and
motor
(complete with
REFINING COM2ANY
HUMBLE OIL &

prizes! A chance tospotl
prizes right on the where you
Tigercrrna Play it
see the Esso sign.

Void where
Prohibited by law.

I
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LaneTo Observe 86th Founder's
Day Service At St. Paul Sunday

Dr. Anthony
To Give Talk
At Mary Wayne

the tural and Physical Science, SoLane College will observe its Dr. Kirkendoll assumed
cial Sciences and Education.
presidency.
86th Founder's Day celebration
Lane College offers two deSunday, March 3. The 5 p.m. The college campus occupies
program will be held at St. some forty-two acres situated grees The bachelor of arts defor majors in elementary
An Appreciation Day service
Paul C.M.E. Church.
in the northeast section of the gree
education, English,
history,
for Evangelist Louis Harold
Speaker for the occasion will City of Jackson. Its facilities music, religion, or
Sociology,
will be held next Sunday, Marc
buildadministration
an
include
be Dr. Thomas Miller Jerikins,
and The bachelor of science
3, at the Mary Wayne School
president of Albany State Col- ing, which houses the adminiat 2218 Eldridge st at 2:30
strative offices and some class- degree is awarded to students
lege, Albany, Georgia.
p.m.
library building, a whose major fields are biology,
Before receiving the appoint. rooms, a
a science plant, business education, chemistry,
gymnasium,
The guest speaker will be
meat as president of Albany
and a new mathematics, or physical edudormitories
five
Dr. R. J. Anthony, newl3
as
served
Jenkins
State, Dr.
which cation and health. Minors may
building,
union
student
elected pastor of the First
Dean and Professor of Law,
be earned in all of the above
facilities.
boarding
the
houses
Assembly of the First Born.
Florida A and M University,
major fields, except elementary
president's
Tallahassee, Florida. Dr. Jen- Also, there is the
Elder Harold is a member
education.
faculty
eight-unit
an
and
home
kins has been Office of Econoof the national and InternaAn applicant for admission to
consultant, apartment building and several
Opportunity
mic
tional Evangelist Department
dwellings which are oc- Lane College should obtain
other
Service
Selective
of
member
of the Church of God in
Board No. 48, and member of cupied by faculty and staff blanks for that purpose from
Christ and has served on the
the Registrar of the College. To
National Bar Association's1 members.
the
executive board of the National
Lane College is a four year be assured of admission, he
Law'
Through
Peace
World
and International League Counliberal arts college offering its should file his application at
Committee.
cil and has served as a council
opportunity to prepare least three months before the
students
Eighty-six years ago Lane ,
aid for prisoners at the Shelby
for many professional pursuits. beginning of the term in which
founded
Biel,
was
by
College,
court
NCOLN'
just
after
L
I
'MISS
AND
being
crownCharm
and
Miss
Club,
Jetguard.
She was escorted by
County Penal Farm.
Its curriculum offerings are he wishes to matriculate.
COURT — Millie Marie Jeted "Miss Lincoln" 1967-68 of
feries is flanked here by alFrederick Walton, 14 y ear- op Issac Lane of the colored
He is a member of the board feries, wearing regal robe
designed to give students, in The program of financial aid
Episcopal
Church.
Methodist
'Lincoln Junior High School.
ternates, attendants, escorts
old sweetheart of Mu Alpha
of the Mary Wayne School and crown, is surrounded I
The school began its first ses- addition to sound and thorough includes academic scholarships,
The coronation ceremony is
and members of the Mu
for 1967-68.
and has served as a field here with members of her
sion in November 1882, under' training in their chosen fields loans, work-aid scholarships
sponsored by the Mu Alpha
Alpha Charm club honor
representative of the Tennessee
the title "C.M.E. High School," ! the basic skills and knowledge and college work-study proState
Employment
Security
Later it became Lane Institute. necessary for a better under- grams. Work-aid scholarships
and has won two outstanding
In 1896 the name of the school standing of the changing econo- are awarded to studenks on
awarda.._
was changed from Lane Insti- mic, political, and cultural life the basis of needs and carabilities. These scholarships are
of our times.
tute to Lane College.
In 1936 Lane College was ap- The twenty-five areas in non-renewable. They must be
Mu Alpha Charm Club of.(Mrs. Sarah Fields, instructor), hobbies are singing, dancing,!the football and track teams,
proved by the Southern Asso- which the college offers instruc- reawarded upon application. A
Lincoln Junior High School re-of the College Assistance Pro-j playing the French horn and . and was selected as Mu
Alpha ciation of Colleges and Sec- tion are grouped into the follow- "C" average must be maincently sponsored the coronation gram, secretary of the Honor the clarinet.
ondary Schools and given "B" ing divisions: Humanities, Na- tained.
of Miss Hallie Marie Jeffries Society, a Student Council rep- !, Escorting "Miss Lincoln" Charm Club's Sweetheart for rating.
Lane was given "A"
1967-68.
as "Miss Lincoln. 1967-68."
resentative. a member of the was Fredrick Walton, 14-year
rating by this Association in
Miss Jeffries, the very popu- school Band, girls' volleyball old son of Mrs. Lillie Walton Others participating in the 1949. In December
1961, the
lar and charming 15-year old team, Library Club, and an of 1348 Ridgeway. Fredrick, coronation activities were Miss college
was
!
admitted
to full
Jacquelyn
Gary, "Miss Lincoln,
daughter of Mrs. Mary F. office assistant.
a member of Mr. Bradford's
membership , in the Southern
Jeffries of 1392 Humber street, She attends Greater White 9-12 class, is a member of the 1966-67," who was on hand to Association of
Colleges and
is president of Homeroom 9-17 Stone Baptist church and her College Assistance Program, relinquish her crown; alter- Secondary Schools.
The LeMoyne Alumni Club
nates, attendants, escorts and
Under Dr. C. A. Kirkendoll's
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
of Memphis will conduct its
members of the Mu Alpha
leadership, which began in 1950,
regular monthly meeting at
Charm Club Honor Guard.
Place Your Order Now
Lane has grown from an enroll5 p.m. this Sunday, March
Presenting salutes in song ment of 276 to 1,034. The
Individuals And Groups
For
operat3, in the Alumni Room of Hollis
and dance to Miss Lincoln ing budget of
the
C.M.E.
Price
F.
Library.
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
were Lenn Harris, who sang
rch
college
skyrocketed
President Elmer L. Hender"Somewhere Over the Rain- from
$121,422 to $1,654.125 in
son said plans for the springl
CUSTOM
TAILORS
bow," the Majorettes, who preand, summer months will bel HOLLY SPRINGS. Miss. —'lot in the Atlanta University,phical compilation of appro, sented the "Dancing Hearts," this same period. The endowment has increased 1700 per
Charles E. Holmes, director Players production of Came- ximately 10,000 young men
discussed.
the Crescendos, who sang "Fu- cent and total assets have
lot,
between
ages
of
the
21
and
351
of Public Relations and DeINC.
He also took part in three!who have distinguisbed them- niculi. Funicula," and the Band grown from less than $600,000
velopment at Rust College, short plays by Erskine Caldto more than $4-million.
selves in One or more fields playing "I Love You Truly."
248 Vane. Aye.
JA 7-9320
has been selected for inclusion well at the University. and of endeavor.
Presentation of the corona- Lane has almost quadrupled
Teneessee
Memphis,
in the 1968 edition of Outstand- was the recipient of the Golden Selections are made by a tion is an annual activity of it's faculty to the present staff
!ing Young Men of America.
Cup Award for outstanding!board of 14 editors from nomi- Mu Alpha Charm Club. 0. J. of 67 and now possesses over
YOUR Company Makes What Yee Ask Per Asa
d
Johnson, is principal of the 41.000 volumes in a library that
Creates What You Think or
Mr. Holmes, a graduate of artistic ability of KSD-TV St nations which come from many
school.
contained
less
than
3,000
when
Mo.
Louis,
with
sources,
Jaycee
chopters
! Rust College. was a member
of the Science Department Outstanding Young Men of and alumni associations in the
Sophomores at LeMoyne Col- faculty at his alma mater America is an annual biogra- in a jority
lege will give Bruce Hall a before moving to his present
nightclub atmosphere for their position in March, 1967.
scholarship dance this Friday
In addition, he is an acWE RESERVE
night, March 1.
complished singer. A baritone
A contribution of $1 %Ain be
THE
RIGHT
asked for admission to the soloist with the Rust College,
Choir
several
he!
for
years.
LIMIT
TO
dance which will feature The
Missionary and Elder McTi- Mrs. Bunnie Brown passed
Wildcats, The Tempos, The is presently a member of the
with_ Mrs.lzic are operating a restaurant on Monday, Feb. 9, at the
New Breeds and James Nel- Holmes Duo (
Hospital. Funeral
Holmes) touring periodically at 109 Central St. with plenty Dyerburg
son.
home-cooked food. Pie is services were held last Sunday
James Watkins, acting presi- in the interest of the college. of
• Lourolwood Cantor
• Gotwiell at Barron
one of their specialties
at the Baptist church at Tremdent of the class, said the He has appeared as guest
•NatIonal at Jackson
• Chelsea at Thomas
Tenn.
ble.
Mance
Rev.
Jake
has
been
•
Quinc•
at
Soo
Isl.
• Northgat• Shopping Ctr.
affair starts at 9 p.m. and will artist with the Atlanta SymJames
Tytus
and
Green,
•
Macon
at
Wells
Station
•
dismissed
from
West
the
Southland Moll
be known as "Copacabana phonic 'Pop' Orchestra and
Jr., of Decatur, Ill., Miss
was ghost singer for Sir Lance-,Tennessee Hospital in MemNitespot."
phis and is improving nicely. Catherine Green of Florida,
Mrs. Jessie Ganaway has Mrs' Caylon Ganaway of St.
been dismissed from Gibson Louis, children of Mrs. Daisie
!General Hospital, but is still Green. are home for the funeSave Del Farm cash register tapes
MEAT AND PRO-I
ral. The wake was held on
'confined to her home.
DU C E PRICES
Saturday night. s
tor
GOOD TN R U
a
1%
refund
to
your
church
or
Mrs. Mary Hansboro has
MAR. a.
ALL OTHER PRICES
been off duty several days
favorite charity.
GOOD
TNRU
lbecause of illness.
AR• 5, 111$111.
The funeral of Mrs. Letha
Word was held last Saturday
at the Salem Primitive Baptist church.
1 Mrs. Albertha Jackson of:
1St
1 • Louis, Mo., daughter of
'Mrs. Jessie Ganaway and sister of Mrs. Lucy Harris, is
visiting with Mrs. Harris and
family here.
Carol
Miss
Mrs.
Elder,
T COP/401111.5. hIfery 1964—Ai5 Rishis
INs•rokStraiseK INrebacoloosg, yornk A.• , te SC.
Bailey and Shawn Bailey of
Owen College's student liChicago are visiting Mrs. Lil- brary assistants were hosts
'Ilan Wade and little Mary Thursday at a book chat given
Regina Bailey here.
for 15 visiting students from
NEW BOOKS!
NEW SLIPS!
NEW PRIZES'
Mrs. Elsie Chapman cele- Stephens College in Missouri.
brated her 93rd birthday on William Seawood of Owen was
Feb. 11. She always enjoys in charge of the program.
ARMOUR or MORRELL
her birthday parties.
YOUR CHOICE OF
Students library assistants
Mrs. Beulah Moore has al- from LeMoyne College also
most completed repairs to her were guests.
home which was damaged by
The Stephen College students
fire a few weeks ago.
spent equal time at LeMoyne
Brownsvilee-Dyersburg and Owen during their stay
The
U.S. CHOICE
FLAVOR
FAMILY FAVORITE
District Singing Convention will in Memphis.
be held Sunday, March 23, at Student library
assistants
made from the whole hog for that
the Rosenwald High School. at Owen are Dorothy Brown,
All churches in the District Rose
Hinds, Reuben
Hall,
real down on the farm goodness
are asked to be present to Betty Stewart, Walter Flowers,
Lk.
represent choirs and usher William Seawood, Mary Knox,
WASHINGTON
p STATE .
boards.
Kathleen Minor. Delores WilED
RPE
"Won't Fry Away"
Everyone is invited to tune liams, Doris Evans, Doris Rivin on Radio Station WTNE ers and Julia Edwards.
each Sunday at 4 p.m. for
Refreshments were provided
evening worship services of by Coca-Cola Bottling Company
the Martin Tabernacle CME of Memphis through Johnny
Arnold and Associates.
, church.
ORCHARD FRESH
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HaIlie Marie Jefferies Crowned 'Miss' Lincoln

LeMoyne Club
To MeetSunday
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Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories

Outstanding Young Men Includes Rust Official

BHS

ance To Be Held
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NINE CONVENIENT
DEL FARM FOOD
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Mclemore at Neptune
Chelsea at Thomas

KING
COTTON

Owen Students
Fete Visitors
From Stephens

Country Style

UP TO $1000 CASH

FULLY COOKED HAM
CHUCK
PORK
STEAK
Lb 590 STEAK
490
WINESAP
APPLES
10F0R 490
BERRIESpT 39c
29
PEACHES 3 2C8ANnsz 790 CHUNK
TUNA

1

When You Shop Also Pick Up

King Cotton
FRANKFURTERS
Nutritious

Tender
Tasty

King Cotton
LUNCHEON MEATS
for Salads, Sandwiches, Snacks
•
All made in the
U S Government Inspected Kitchens
of the

NAT BURING PACKING COMPANY

,

RAY BRAND NEW.-..
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HOT or MILD
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STAR-KIST LIGHT

/
1 2 PRICE SALE...

61/2.0z.

EV aTHING GOES-We need
space or new merchandise,
any ite marked 10c-you
pay 5c. Tin includes Shoesan Ass't of ti,t fiances New
Draperies & Mat :al. Bring
this AD with you or 50'
refund with '500 Pur ase
THE BARGAIN SHOP150 Beale Avenue
OPEN 900 5 00 MON THRU SAT

\

Can

BLUE PLATE

TOP TASTE

SALAD
DRESSING

JAR 39e

MORTON FROZEN
BEEF-CHICKEN-TURKEY-SALISBURY STEAK

DINNERS

3

1P1K °GiS

AM ERIC AN
SLICED ••SwISS
CHEESE
•PIMENTO

8pKozG.

290

JIFFY FROSTING or

CAKE
MIXES

9-or, 10
PKG.

GRADE "A" FRESH
(WITH COUPON)

LARGE
EGGS

MI MI

1111
LARGE EGGS
.
,

I
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GRADE 'A'1 41 I
DOZEN
Wish coupon and punka,*
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Eight Schools Enter Talent In Jubilect

^

PTA
SWEETHEART
—
Mrs. Sarah Hudson was
honored as the Hamilton
High School PTA sweetheart during the recent

Talented students from eight: Branch, Mrs. Jean Harris, andL the Jubilee programs during phasized that rehearsal for
of the city, and county high Miss Lois Patrick, sponsors; :the dates of May 5-11. The win-ithe JUBILECT scheduled for
schools will participate in the Memphis
School,'ner of the Contest will lead all march
Technical
8th, will be held on
Jubilect, opening feature of Mr. Leland Marsh, sponsor; processions and parades during
Morning of March 8, beginthe annually presented Mem- Booker T. Washington, Mrs. the Jub.I
•
nine at 9:30 a.m. in the music phis Cotton Makers' Jubilee. Naulee Alexander, and Mrs.:
Theme of the 1968 Jubilee is Hall and will last until noon.
On .Friday March 8 in' the Norma Griffie, sponsors, White , ,,i3F
,ERATION
,,. ....,
and
s t udents
w, Participating
Music Hall of Ellis Auditorium. Station High, Miss Mary Leel
lemphpsis on Memphis
cotthe
expected
are
sponsors
their
..
.
Curtain rises at 8:00 p.m.
.
1Hudson, sponsor; and Wood-iton
capital of the world, offerpresent at the time.
The JUBILECT features the otock (Shelby County Training!
mg bales of goodwill in. calNat D. Williams, long-time
singing, dancing, music-making School), with Miss Annie Crawzenship, fun and festivities" Jubilee
be
member and worker,
Jubilee
and recitative abilities of local ford, sponsor.
during Cotton Carnival and is director of the Jublect this
high school students.
' A "Mr." or Miss • Jubilect"
Cotton Makers' Jubilee week year.
Schools providing talent this
* be'
which is presented simultane
Y•
well-known
S c ott,
year and the talent sponsors the Jubilee Committee. The.
Frank
,
,pr
include Douglass High, Mrs. eligible Candidate selected will °us
cotton
1ofcatlhebusinessman,
0
'Y'
Cotton-Makers' Jubilee
Barbara B. Freeman, sponsor; receive an elaborate wardrobe Dr. R. Q. Venson, founder
also a iorHamilton High Mrs. Gloria of clothing, and a scholarship;and director of the 32-year A
r cjimabtiioin.
mseso
King.
VenSon, sponsor; Lester -High to a college of his or her choos- old Jubilee celebration, emMrs. E. Brazil. Miss N. M. La- iing. The contest, under the di- ,
Grone, Miss D. Moore, Mr. R. rection of Mrs. R. Q. Venson,'
M. McDonald, and Mrs. Mar- will close at noon on the day
garet Sanders, sixinsors; Mt. of the Jubilect. March 8th.
Piesgah High, Mrs. Marietta , The winner will be featured in
Brinkley, Mrs.
Mary .Jean the Jubilect and also in all of!

•

PTA Tea and Fashion Show
held
at Hamilton • High
school in competition with
other room representatives
shown here. From left are

Mrs. Walter Malone, faith
grade; Mrs. L. Waddell,
eleventh grade; Mrs. Mable
White, tea chairman; Mrs.
Hudson, eighth grade and

Cleo Hickman Founder's
Day
AME Men's Day
For Dunbar PTA
Is Next SundaY

sweetheart; Mrs. Blanche
Edwards winning eighth
Elementar
D u nbar
The
grade teacher; Mrs. SoloF'oun-•
observe
will
School
PTA
Annual Men's Day will be'
mon Monger, chairman of
celebrated at the Cleo Hick- der's Day on Wednesday afterthe Room Contest, and Mrs.
man AIME
at 713 Ilara-• noon, Feb. 28. at 3 p.m. in the
Houses of--the seventhi grade. Jim rd. on church
Sunday, March 3. ;school cafetorium.
Robert Sykes will serve as
The guest speaker will be
superintendent of the Sunday
School starting at 9:15. and Dudley S. Martin. a former
Rev. D. W. Mitchell will he tie member .of the Illinois State
speaker at the morning \\unship Legislature.
hour.
Mrs Viola Hill is PTA presiA number of churche: have
and Mrs. Mildred Carver
dent,
been invited to the .pecial
Men's Day program to be held principal id the school.
at 3 p.m.
They include Gilfield Baptist,
Riverside. South Side, Washington
Char*I
and
Christian
churches. The Walker !Lome
singers still appear on pro, gram.
, Charlie Savage is Nien.- Day
chairman. Rev. M. V. Ilccd is
pastor of the church.

TWO BEST PLACES TO GET
MORE CAR FOR YOUR MONEY!

SYLVANIA RATED #1
Deluxe
Portable

March Concert 1
To Feature 8 I
At Centenary
VISITORS —
FOREIGN
Visitors from foreign lands
were guests during the annual observance of PTA
Founder's Day at Hamilton

mita; Mrs. Edwin J. Cut.
liff. Department of Education, Memphis State University; Mrs. Joseph Guma,
formerly of Cuba; Herman

High school on Tuesday,
Feb. 13. From left are Joseph Simmons, PTA president; David E. Galicia and
Louis R. Bellecer, Guate-

Eight oi
mos;
promising voic,' will 0ie presented in concert at Centenary
methodist Church in March.
Chow. Nicaragua: Paul SiMethodist. Men of the tillECh
mon, Panama; Shanti Agar- now located al 584
East McLewal, India; and Samuel
more. are sponsoring the proMrs. -ram
Gerlicki, Belgium.
scheduled for Sunday
• .
Helen N. Waterford was
March 17, starting at
iesening.
Founder's Day chairman.

•Over 40 Models to choose

ALL THIS FOR ONLY
Vass
Cot.
MODEL
CD8GY

'349

Corroare the eel walauf•gralned finish,
the refinement of picture tube mask and •
controls with far more costly TV.

t NO MONEY DOWN! 1st PAYMENT MAR. 15, 1968 1

The list of prominent singers
Grace
Cunl-,
4 ;
prano: Billie Gale AI s. S()
.prano: Laura Juanita Ruluit
• son, contralto : Me rtis L v, eli
soprano: Lois Patrick. con
tralto; Jacqueline Satterfield.
\back Robert Grider ,ind Ins in the National .honor Colle\te.cootralto: John Clavborn. tenor
Association
College rkthletic
lourna- and James A Ilyter; has bari.
nigh-scoring
0 w en
Hamilton High School held its!guage clas-,•. were on hand km hornets are in Jackson. Miss., ment. March 5-9.
1 nci..
Owen completed its 201-game
annual PTA Tea on Sunday,! limited Conlersations in French
oria Dick v ill accompany
.
InSouthern
three-day
the
for
regular schedule Sattinh.y at the performers, nit0 of them
February 11 in the school gym-• and Spanish with tile partici;
tercollegiate Conference basket- Selma in Alabama, a non-'voice students of Robert Kriknasium with Mrs. Mable White pants.
ha in.
as chairman.
Participants included David ball tournament scheduled for conference foe.
Highlighting the occasion was E. Galicia and Louis R. Belle- Feb. 99—March 9.
The Hornets eaded the season James Bradfield -Sr.. presithe naming of Mrs. Saraa Hud- cer from Guatemala: Herman. Six other schools in the with an 8-4 S.1 C. record. They.dent of the Methodist Mn. said
'acre 16-•I overall
son as Hamilton High PTA Chow, Nicaragua; Paul Simon,
the public i; invited.
A Big 295 Sq. In. Pc.
.onference will compete in the
Sweetheart. Mrs. Hudson was panania: Mrs. Gladys Guma
tica
tourney,,
college
junior
victorious over room repre-' formerly of Cuba, now an Amesentatives throughout the school rican citizen who was accom- . of Utica, Miss.; Coahoilia. of
who were in competition on a partied by Mrs. Edwin J. Cut-! Clarksdale,
al i s s .
grade level.
liff of Memphis State Uaiversi- Holmes, of West Point, Miss.:
Fashions were produced and tv.
Prentiss, of Prentiss. Miss
modeled by students of the • Olh
r Shanti Agarwal
All the Chem of Colonial cles;an, in Mao;e
Home Economics Department of India; and Samuel Gerlicki, Harris, of Meridian. Miss.. and.
or
Walnut. 115•,',, color-bright picture tube.
by
narration
We
a
have
sound
Ark.
lifetime?
Rock.
a
of
Little
excellent
chance
of
with
This could be the
formerly of Brussels. Belgium. Shorter
Susan Stevenson and Gregory most of them students at Chrisbrid 401.1U sq. ft. building located in the very heart of
From Jackson. the Hornets
Siggers, both students. Music. tian Brothers College. Mrs. Hel- will go to Columbia, Tenn.,
Castal;a Heiqiits for rent. Have you an idea? Want to go
was rendered by the Harnilton• en N Waterford was program
in business for yourself? Can conceivably be divided
where they will participate
High Band and decorations fol-!chairman.
up. Has been used as a supermarket. Big open areas.
lowed a Valentine motif.
Rent right for reliable intelligent operator. Phone
program also included
Foundees Day was observed The
Freeburg, 32.4-3508 (day) or 683-0595(night).
Hamilton
Charles
the
by
selections
the
Come and See
on Tuesday, February 13. in
direction
about your idea.
the
talk
Lets
under
Band
school auditorium and featured High
1883 LAMAR
the
and
Thomas Doggett,
representatives of Several Latin
di-'
Club
Glee
High
Hamilton
American countries. India and
rected by Mrs. hada HedgeBelgium. They spoke briefly to
man.
the
— SAVE MONEY- SAVE MONEY — SAVE
1111.M11.1.1111111111.1
of
11Minir— IrA77AONEY
some
7-11
SAVE MONEY —r =
• lisilliW21111111
the audience of
Mrs. Dorothy Simmons is
customs in their countries re-•
eresident of the Hamilton High
garding education, social and
l'TA. Harry T. Cash is prineipolitical matters.
pal.
Students from the foreign Ian-,
BIRMINGHAM. Ala. — When
% the Democratic National Convention convenes in Chicago
'this summer at least two of the
delegates from Alabama will

Hamilton Celebrates High-Scoring Hornets
In Jackson For Tourney
PTA Founder's Day

from

With Big 180 Sq. In. Picture
and Full, True Color Bright
Picture.

inl'ILI(14'ti

SYLVANIA

Early finericart

COLOR
CONSOLE TV

$49

THINKING ABOUT MAKING
MONEY?

We Service What We Sell
OPEN NITES ••• SALES & SERVICE

IlL

PRIDDIAIABMGESS

Alabama's

2 Delegates
Are Negroes

Lawyers, Judge,
U.S. Attorney
Scrap Over Rap

lie Negroes.
Alabama state party chairman Robert Vance also told
fellow Democrats Mond a y
, night that there may be even
more Negroes in the state's
convention delegation.
"Two highly respected Ne- 1
groes have qualified without'
opposition to go to the eonvention, and there are about 1.11
$10,
collect
to
step
first
the
took
RICHMOND, Va. (UPI) —
others seeking delegate posts,"
bond
a
filing
lead- 000 from Brown by
a e of black PoNt'er
Th
S. he said.
U.
in
judgment
default
er H. Rap Brown took several' District Court and asking for It will be the first integrated
involvingi
new turns in actions
motion Alabama delegation to a NaDistrict, a hearing on the
Bona! Convention in modern-I
his lawyers. a U. S.
S. March 1,
orderedltianes.
Court Judge, and a U.
day
i
r
F
Merhige
on . "But it won't be because
District Attorney.
Brown to pay the bond
!there was any discrimination,
asked
Brovn
Lawyers for
ground'he violated his !
'
just b e c a u s e Negroes
to, the
agents
FBI
the U. S. Supreme Court
travel restrictions.
haven't been running for the
on
imposed
restrictions
,
review
they had seen Brown 1 seats," Vance said.
' testified
Brown's travel in a bond or- at two fund raising rallies in
He said the Negroes deleDisder set last Fall by U. S.
, California Feb. 17-18.
gates are Joe Reed of MontMerR.
Robert
Judge
' Merhige, in a separate action gomery and Arthur Shores of
hige, Jr.
Monday, signed an order
Birmingham. Reed is exectiBrown's lawyers contend it recting that Brown be return.- tive director of the Alabama
was tmconatitutional for Mer- ed to Richmond when he Is Teachers Association.
Brown'S released from jail in Port Shores, victim of a house
condition
to
hige
rehear from jail by limiting Allen, La. The black power bombing and active in nuhis travel to the federal sou- leader is being held in Loutsi- merous civil rights court cases,
them district of • New York ana on two $50,000 bonds set was described by Vance as
City.
last week on a firearms charge "proba bly the state's leading
a number
- In Richmond, U. S. Dist. and a charge of threatening Negro lawyer for
years."
of
FIMiagent.
an
Jr.
Spratley
Vernon
Atty.
6
., • C.
•

!

Model
CF 451

or Just Call
275-1101
MONEY — SAVE MONEY — SAVE MONEY
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SECURITY IS
'SELLING CARS
•

We Approve

Credit
BY

PHONE I

..400,Q00 worth of NEW '68 and '67 Ramblers at reduced prices
.. If the rice isn't low enou h, make us an offer."

X
0
mm

UNISONS••••••••••••••0110

'68 AMBASSADOR
Equipped with Shift Commend
.automatic transmission, heater,
enwnission control system, center
passenger seat belts, and other
factory accessories less air 'conditioning. Sir. No. A8A8526130827;

'68 AMERICAN

'68 JAVELIN

6-pass .2-door sedan. Equipped
with seat belts, shoulder belts,
heater and other standard factory
accessories. See. No. A224475.

2-door hardtop. Equipped with
syncromesh transmission, shoulder
straps, engine emission control system with other standard factory
equipment.

0
179
$2260
387
SECURITY RAMBLE

$i1.00

novoi

695 Union
SAYE MO

issYrneuts
To Raft

meDnor

$50

dow• with
our plan

lid)a fl

P'
moult
with trado-ta
quallf)i•g

sin Dolmz-

"Our service is so good if sells cars"

JA 5-6391

Demonstrator Sale
Demos & Company Cars
Fabulous Prim loading

EXAMPLES:
REBEL convertible, radio, heater,
many other extras. Factory new
car warranty ..
;1997

X

0
AMBASSADOR 4 dOot• stolen
flamer, indontatic,
air eieelitiomel

radio,

weir"

AMBASSADOR 4 thew, radio, healer,
sir conditioniol, tinted oriodshiold. Co.pony elven. Now ear pries $1512.
(3 to el.00so from)
Solo price
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By Diggs Dafrooth
WASIHNOTON — The boys in the know who tell it like
is, are warning the militants that a lot of innocent people
are going to get horned If they persist in guerilla tactics tkis
summer. Last week, the sheriffs of leading urban counties
from all parts of the Nation held a closed meeting With spec.
follow a bard Ma on
Janata on riot control. The consensus
quick.
And step it pronto.
Shoot
fast.
urban riots. Move is
available
and
Nation
to national
Stockpiled throughout the
clear
that
fairly
the White
Is
supplies.
It
guardsmen are riot
streets
the
at
disturbance
in
any cost.
House line is to halt the
blood
Black
will
means.
flow
if be
that
And you know what
Whitey.
burn
attempt
to
out
adherrents
The
Molotov cocktall
reason that Hotline points out the riot control plan la that
everybody in Washington, D.C. with the exception of the Dr.
Martin Luther King diehards are aware that the militants plan
to aditate a disturbance when King's poverty army descends
on the Nation's Capital in April. Unlike the historic March on
Washington in 1964, where folks from all walks of life partici.
pated, Dr. King Is rounding up the poor for this camp.ln and
the militants are waiting patiently on the sidelines.
It

Subieription rates: Otte year, $11; six months, $3.30, (2-year special Substription rate ale) The Tri•Statil Defender Does Not Take Responsibility for
unsolicited Manuscripta at PhOtos. Published Every Thursday by the Nevi
Tn-State Publishing Co. Seeend Class Postage Paid at Memphis,Tellaneeet,
Under Rot of Mara 2, 1379.
National Advertising Representatives
AMALGAMATED PUBLISHERS, INC.
310 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N.Y.
Serving 1,000,000 Negroes in the Tri-State Area'

Striker's Struggles

It has become quite apparent to the tained an injunction directed against
Mayor, City Council, Police Dept. and local
s
1733, American Federation of
news media that the sanitary workers
THINGS TO NOTE. Franklin Williams, the ambassador,
State,
County
and Municipal Employees
have the complete backing of the Negro
as predicted here, has joined the Columbus University faculty.
He is the latest person of color to get teed off about the lilycommunity and many whites. They have and union leaders, strikers and symcareerists who dominate and set the pace at the State
white
pathizers,
to hault sanitation strike.
no plans of giving up the struggle for
Department ., .Commissioner James McGhee of Dayton was
truth and justice in this city. The shalLabor leader William Lucie said the
in the city recently to ge a "Molt Beautiful City" Award from
low cliche' -Memphis is a city of good ambigous injunction "is unconstituMrs. Lady Bird Johnson . . Jim Madison of Community Relations Service is responsible for gathering field reports filterabode," has been proven false. As a citi- tional and probably wouldn't
be upheld
logs into the Justice Department on the temperature on the
zen said, "Mayor Loeb's statement about
by any court with the exception of a
rights groups around the Nation . . . When Serge Shryver
running a fair city government has provfinally gives up at 0E0 look for the President to send a recourt in Tennessee.
en to be fantasy. Loeb's performance in
organization message to Congress that will put 0E0 into the
The items that the sanitation workthe past few weeks has been disgraceLabor Department. If that happens, look for the President to
ers are asking for are:
seek a nationally known Negro sociologist to head the program.
ful."
Likely prospects: Dr. Ken Clark or Dr. John Turner . . . .
1. Exclusive recognition of Local
Paxton Bryant, Executive DirecAmerican Airlines under C. R. Smith, the Presidential desigtor of The Tennessee Council on Humane 1733 AFSCME, AFL-CIO the designated
nate for Secretary of Commerce, was the first airline to hire
Relations, met with Mayor Loeb re- representative of the employees involva Negro stewardess.American, also has several Brothers in
areas of company responsibility . . Col. Jimmie Hilliard
ed
other
in
the
department
of
public
works.
cently and said, "I believe Loeb is a man
returned to the Pentagon after a quick trip to Vietnam
I
has
2. The establishment of a meaninghung up on principles .
He is easy to
He returned shaken.
talk to but difficult to communicate ful grievance procedure with the right
with." He quotes the mayor as saying of union representation at all steps
SCRIBBLING ON THE BUS: Everyone Is wondering
"I believe in men with guts, pride and where day to day problems can be rewhat
kind of welcome Adam Powell will get when he returns
By NAT D. WILLIAMS
'Second, he noted that it seem blishment. And this is no aposolved in.an orderly manner with arbibackbone .
to the Howard U campus on March 31. Whatever the recepbasically
that
attitude
the
of
logy
for
him.
Mr. Bryant said, "The paradox is tration as the final step.
LIFE IN MEMPHIS
Memphis Police toward Negro The whole thing boils itself tion, it can be compared to what England thinks of him as he
3. The establishment of a decent An out-of-town visitor was protesters, for whatever cause, down to a need for a change in will come here after an apperance at Oxford . . . John Meng.
that in keeping his one principle (no
signed contract) he fails to see that this wage for the employees involved.
an interested observer on Main is just about the same as that the "system"...the system that stacke and Howard Woods were in town over the weekend
police generally over the na- condemns a man to perform attending the National Alliance of Businessmen, Sengstacke
4. Payroll deduction of union dues. street last Friday afternoon, of
recognition of the labor union is wedwhen the fracas between the tion. . .an attitude of basic hos- the type of work the Sanitation was named by the President to serve on the executive corn6. Fair provisions for promotions. sanitation workers and police Wit\ a t e mming primarily men perform, for inadequate mitee with Henry Ford as chairman. Woods was named by
ded to the humane decency and dignity
from race.
6.
pay. . .the system that con- the newspaper chain owner to serve on the second-level exec•
The city to provide adequate in- occurred.
in the men.
Well,
the
visitor
was
no
demns
a sanitation worker to Wives committee . . . The Orangeburg disturbance follows a
The
visitor,
Negro,
a
surance
made stranger to Memphis
for health, hospitalization and
Our most important objective is
and the sit on or near his garbage pattern that had been revealed by this column over the year.
a
couple
pertinent
observaof
getting the sanitary workers their jobs life.
tions. First he said he had long South. He just doesn't live here. truck while he eats an inade- Some militants move onto the campus. The outbreak. And
How sound his observations are quate lunch. . .the system that
back with all the items they ask for. Ac7. Discussions to 'establish a uni- heard of the effective an
some lives lost. The result: Legitimate protests over injustices
may be open to debate. From condemns a sanitation worker
mane Memphis approach in one
cording to William Lucie, the resolu- form pension program.
"point of view" it is un- to scorn because of his type are hoogged down in the grief of the incident and other milihandling the local civil rights
tion passed by the city council "is meanS. DiscUssiona of fringe - benefits demonstrations and other ex- fortunate that the plight of the of work. . .the system that tants take off to raise funds over the martyred one while the
Injustice
as is — and secondary to the scene. It has
ingless and gives the city arbitrary such as sick leave, vacation, overtime pressions of Negro protest re- sanitation workers has to be l denies him dignity, self-respect, happened remains
at Texas Southern, Central State, Fisk and now
placed
on
a
racial
basis.
and
Of
community
acceptance.
power: it is not the same as bilateral pay, night shift premium and others. lating to relief from segrega- course, it is natural that racial The real solution for
the sani- South Carolina State. It is significant that several dropouts
tion and racial discrimination.
agreement arrived at through the bar9. Meaningful negotiations to im- He admitted he was pleasantly overtones would be apparent in tation situation in Memphis is from Central State have been seen hanging around Orangesince the majority going to have to be found in a burg campus.
gaining process."
mediately improve the criminally low surprised by the record of po- of
the workers in Memphis are change of heart on the part of
lice
restraint
circumspecand
City Attorney Frank Gianotti ob- wages of your laborers and drivers.
tion in the manner they handled Negroes. But it is not to be the community in regard to the
BACKDOOR STUFF: Stokely Carmichael, who has comthemselves over the recent , forgotten that MeMphis has a "system." And one man can't
turbulent years of non-violence, sizeable number of white men be saddled with the responsibi pletely charmed and baffled the adults in Washington has not

A Point of View

-

Strikers Seek Justice
The past action of the city Govern- together, and don't have any plans of
ment toward the sanitary workers is a hacking down."
good example of man's inhumanity to
The injunction put out by the city
his fellowman," said an unidentified
in
an
effort to quiet the justified strikwornan during the march of Friday 23.
has
ers
been termed a farce by observThere was a lot of confusion as to what
ers.
was really happening, due to the distorThe action of the city government
tion of news by the news media with the
during
the past two weeks has been
exclusion of T.S.D. With all the confuplaced
in
the eyes of the nation. A visision, the Negro community and many
tor
Detroit said, "It is surprising
from
whites have banned together to put
Memphians
that
have let the sanitary
their all behind (The Heroes of Our
worker's
situation
go as far as it has
Community) the Sanitary workers.
government
gone.
The
has openly insulThe primary objective in this strugCitizens,
the
ted
and passed an injuncgle is justice for our sanitary workers,
because justice for them means justice tion that is pure mockery to any intelligent man. "The action of the police on
for all.
One citizen said, "With our city Friday, Feb. 23 was unnecessary and
council playing jellyfish; our Mayor brutal," said one responsible citizen.
Rev. James Lawson said, "It may
playing Nero . . . and the police dept.
a long time for our city governtake
Gastopo,
playing
one would think that
the labor leaders, Negro Community and ment to see the light but the community
Sanitary workers are split." But as Rev. has shown it can wait, if the Chamber of
James Lawson said, "we are very much of Commerce can."

near-violence, and murderously employed in the Sanitation De- lity. Memphis, the white community, must be the source
destructive violence lie-admir- partment.
ed the Memphis record of con- If the workers are demanding of solution. If the majority of
the right to form a union and the citizens of Memphis are
tained, calm. restrint.
what it carries with it, it must convinced that sanitation men
But his second observation not be forgotten
that white men have a right to a decent standwas a bit more pointed. He are also involved.
It seems ard of living, then no one man
noted that from the manner rather unfair to turn
the situa- or group of men, can stop them
the Police handled the march- tion into something
racial, from giving the sanitation men
ing sanitation workers Friday, when it is mainly
an economic justice.
two thoughts occurred to him. matter.
If "race" isn't taken out of
First, the officers seemed
Also, it must be remembered the Memphis sanitation pitcure,
anxious to test out the effective- .that factors, over and beyond then this
city is in for some
ness of the MACE chemical race enter the picture. That's greater
problems. It is not a
they have at hand to quell un- why it is not exactly right to "race" problem. It is being
wieldy crowd members. ft ap- make a monsterman of Mayor "titled" to inject the explosive
peared to him there was a kind Henry Loeb. He is a spokes- issue of race. And
that's
of hastiness on the part of the man for the "Establishment," wrong. The
sanitation workers
Officers to squirt the stuff in for those who really own and are human
beings. . .and as
the eyes of men and women run this town. He is expected such have
a tight to life, liberty

in the crowd of marchers.

to hold the line for the Este- land. . .and a union.
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fared so well with the youngsters. Showing his new image of
conservatism, most of the oldsters have been trying to figure
him out. In the meanwhile, some of the thinkers in the Washington school system have devised a way to take Stokely's
sting. Several principals, mainly those at Western and McKinley high schools, have permitted Stokely to appear before
their students in a classroom setting. Carmichael's emotionalism is far less effective before the inquisitive glare of itimacy
as well as searching young minds. When the questions of the
students at McKinley grew so pointed and his questioners insisted upon more logic and less emotion, Stokely stalked out of
the classroom in disgust. It's the current talk around teenage
circles . . Out in Chicago last week, hundreds of youngsters
complete through the elementary grade level, walked out of
schools eomasse in a "memorial" to the anniversary of the
death of Malcolm X . . . Watch your cities this year for all
sorts of youth "movements" which stress the patriotism theme.
These may be the offshoot of some far right money which
will be channelled into the Negro community to deter aggressive agitation for civil rights.

MY VIEW

Wallace For President

REMEMBER YOU READ IT HERE: When Stokely Carmichael spoke, at that Methodist convention in Cineinnati last

week, 95 percent of the Negro audience didn't know that he
was programmed. The session was held at 11 p.m. and the
doors were barred to the press. Carmichael, a Methodist, talked plain sense to the militants within the "Central intiadic•
tion." The jurisdiction, which has long been a sensitive area
among the Methodists and which the early militants wasted
to abolish because of segregation, has taken on new Minn
cance. The Negro Methodists, unlike the AME's the CMS's and
the AMEZions, have discovered that in the integretIon of the
Central Jurisdiction they will loose all of their control powers.
The lone Negro bishop is scheduled to be shipped off to the
State of Washington. What the black Methodists talked of was
more representation with the framework of the "segregated"
juejsdiction and ultimately more power . . . If you were a
little bit thrilled over the pact enuciated by the AFL-CIO which
will bar racial discrimination in the building tredits, drop a
line to Secretary Willard Wirtz who helped achieve it and
also to guys like Art Chapin who has worked behind
the scenes
for years to prepare the climate. Chapin may be found
at the

By BENJAMIN E. MAYS
is that he has enough friends outside of
Nixon's
announcement that he the South to
encourage him to run. All
would seek to be nominated as the Republican 'candidate for President came conservative, reactionary people are
as no surprise to anyone. George Wal- not found in the South. I do not believe
lace's announcement that he would seek Wallace can win. And yet people did not
believe Corporal Hitler could win in
the
nomination
Germany either. And there were people
through a third
in Georgia who never dreamed that
party
surorised
Maddox could be governor of Georgia.
hardly
any one.
Some people really believe that Wallace
Nixon has had
as President could do something about
It would seem that that hard core cision making councils.. .and propor- considerable enthe
school situation and that he could
group of civil rights leaders who have tionable control of the economic institu- couragement
to
keep
the Federal Government from con- Labor Dept., Washington, D. C.
something to say about the pace of pro- tions in the black community."
seek the nominatinuing its efforts to desegregate the
Under the rules of the group mem- tion and without
VW in the Nation's Capital has reachschools. Unfortunately, Governor Mad- Letter To The Editor
ed a point in time that should spell to- bership in the organization is wide open. a doubt he has
dox
believes that and he says he wishes;
getherness in every sense of the word. The applying organization must be at quite a bit of exWallace WAS President of the United
One must credit Stokely Carmichael, least half Negro and send a Negro dele- perience in GovStates.
the fire breathing advocate of black gate. About 75 organizations now have ernment.
With
power for achieving this goal. As of memberships but the number of indi- Rockefeller out of
No President will be able to atop
now, there is presently operating under vidual members will not be disclosed. the running, Nixthe trend toward desegregating the
Throughout the conference at which on may be the Reone umbrella, such persons as Marian
schools. Win or lose, Wallace will find
Barn', a former member of CORE and time the goals were explained, the mem- publicans' best bet. It will be trebly trouble. No doubt about it, he will get
now an officer of Pride, Inc.; C. Summer bers stressed the all-Negro aspects of hard on Nixon if he runs again and los- many Republican votes in the South.
Stone, former aide to Congressman the coalition. One need not. read some- es. 1-fIs bid for the Presidency ended in This will reduce the strength of that CATHOLIC HUMAN REI.A.
"Since this administretion
Adam Clayton Powell; Rev. David Eaton thing evil into this concept. It is simply failure and his bid for Governor of Cali- Party in the South. In the North, he TIONS COUNCIL OF MEW took
office division heads and
of the Philadelphia based Opportuni- a conservative manifestation of black fornia also ended in failure. If he loses will probably gat the votes of reaction- PHIS.
policemen have received raises
ties Industrialization Center: Sterling power. What this coalition is doing in a third time, it will be very hard on Nix- ary, conservative Democrats. Wallace Below is copy of telegram while the sanitation men'.
grievances have been ignorTucker executive director of the Wash- Washington is to pool their efforts; for on. Jim Farley said to me in 1963, when doesn't believe he can win outright: He sent to Mayor Henry LOeb ed for six years
or more. The
and Chairman DOwnhig Pryor:
ington Urban League; Rdv. Walter the common good and common goals. we were en route to Rome to attend the does not believe, however, that he can "We implore yOu to reverie pOsitioll of the Mayor end the
council in this is eroding
Fauntory, former aide to Dr. Martin
Nothing WAA heard from Mr. Car- State funeral of Pope John the XXIII. keep both parties from getting a ma- your adamant position and city
Negro confidence in our comgive
immediate
recognition
to
Luther Kinfland now a District Com- michael during the time of the announce- that a man goes all out for the Presi- jority- and thus force the House of Repthe nenitation workers' union munity and speedily destroying
missioner and a local newspaper publish- ment to Washington's alert !WW1 media. dency and mistea it will never be the resentatives to choose the next Presi- as sole bargaining
agent for hoodtwo decades of developing
human relations in the *
For once the press Could not rush off same. Be that as It may, Nixon has his dent. Even if this should 'happen, the striker*. We believe that city."
er.
the
council,
city
under
the
The stated objective of the coali- with flaming headlines of "Hate hat in the ring. It must be born in mind, George Wallace would hardly be chosen.
charter, not only has the
YOURS VERY TRULY,
tilttl is to "help all black people ih the Whitey" talk as it might well have done too, that Nixon came near winning in Whether Wallace wins or loses, he will right but the responsibility
BOARD OF DIRSCTORS
District of Columbia obtain their right- If the controversial gentlemen had joifi- 1960.
get Into history and he is angling for to adopt an ordinance 'Ovine
CATHOLIC HUMAN
RELATIONS COUNCIL OF
The surprising thing about Wallace that as much as he is for anything else. anion recognition to city en)
ful and proportiouata share in the de- *1 in the discussion.
ployees.
UttlPHIS
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NEA President-Elect Addreoes
PmliOnt
Of ACLU Backs TSU On Trends Of Education
"ftseikers
freet Is
ammo more
Local Strikers

Melly ghettos, heed) the
the aporeaellt at Sve know EmSty
aid the elftimliMMY MUIR UPereonil rented thing end you knew nothing,'
MW! awi-s isvolved !le mei and deeper involvement from
and the community mud reaober aid Nabs uste Airs education.
lize that teachers are highly
David Caywood, president of needs," Mrs. Elizabeth ("Libthe West Tennessee chapter Af by") Kann* said at Tennessee "Teachers and institutions of trained professionals, like dochigher learning must come down
the American Civil Liberties State last week.
from their ivory towers and to tors or lawyers."
Union, has come out is sapper%
of the sanitation workers in President-Sleet Of the Nitioall where the IAMB it," she said. .Mrs. Koontz closed with a
their efforts to get the city of EdUcitiOn Association (NEA), "We are losing too many tea- plea for all phase of education,
Memphis to recognise the Mrs. Hoontt Was guest Of the chers because of inadequate from kindergarten to graduate
union as their bargaining agent. University faculty and spoke oft pay."
school, to unite in the NEA.
the year's theme "Higher BduMr. Caywood said, "It has cation - Its Trends and De- She cited the statistics that
more than two thirds of the
long been the position Of the mands".
male teachers have a second
American Civil Liberties Union
that governmental employees Dr. Malcolm D. Williams, Income.
like other members of the com- Dean of the Reboot of Education
introduced the speaker. Dr. "This is verr demanding to
munity are entitled by their William N. Jackie's, Dean of the professions and to the com- SMALL PIANO - NEW Mum •
tuned $145.00. Also Accordion
right of free speech and as- ?agility, presided and introduc- munity," she said. Mrs. Koontl Just
coat 5400.00 for 465.00. After 4 p.m.
predicted
that
in
358-7185
the
very
near
sociation to protect their intez. ed visiting educators.
future educational plants will
eat by organising into unions so
The first Negro to have served be used 12 months a year.
FOR SALE
that they might negotiate with
as president of the NEA ClassSinger
Sis-Zag
Miring
machine
I- "This does sot mean the tea- 46.5.00. Call 424-2681
municipal offinals concerning
or 2/6-6346
room Teachers, Mrs. Koontz is
'chers will teach 12 months, but
terms and conditions of employ.
also the first Negro to become l
ment.
REGISTRED NURSES
president of the million plus- that the buildings will be used
for
some
educational
purpose
$7.800
start. Liberal fringe
"The West Tennessee chapter member NEA to be instilled in all year," she said. The main benefits. to
for eitantple, Paid sick
July.
leaves,
paid
vacations,
holidays.
of the American Civil Liberties
body of her Speech was directed and Urn. and a half paid
for overtime.
Union urges Mayor Loeb and Pointing out to her large audi- toward the trends in higher edu- Will arrange transpojtation and
hying accomodation. Contact:
the other cty officials to recog- ence that teacher-community cation.
Mrs. Lillian Daniels. RN
relations are a two-way street,
Director of Nurses
nize this right in the present
However,
she
said,
the
future
for Dr. Claude R. Young
she explained "the teacher
Batley General Hospital
dispute with the sanitation walk-outs of this fall were of all education lies in more in292 F.. Ferry
workers and negotiate with the bound to come and there will be volvement, both with the comDetroit, Mich. 48202
munity
and
between
the
educamore walkouts if the community
union.
does not compensate teachers tional branches themselves.
I.R ENNED PRACTICAL NURSES
He said that if a majority adequately."
Mrs. Koontz cited six major 18 to S20 per day 'according to
of the union members of the
trends in higher education; experience,. Liberal fringe rienef
ferson Hotel in St. Loins, Mo. ley, and Melvin Sell. Standing, Marvin Peek, advisor, is at sanitation workers wish to have A North Carolinian and a Greater involvement of higher for example, paid sick leaves. Paid
vacations, paid holidays, and time
mentalteacher
educable
of the
Representing L a ne College same order are James Stewart, extreme right.
their union dues withheld from ly retarded at Prince Junior- !education with secondary and' and a half for overtime. Will Arfrom left to right, front row John Reese, and Steve Ajayi.
range
transportation and living actheir pay, the city should accept Senior High in Salisbury, she grade schools. Greater involve- comodation.
Contact:
are Jerome Boikai, Gayle Moxment in the decision-making
Mrs Lillian Daniels. RN
this term in the contract.
added that communities espe- with secondary and gradel
Director of Nurses
for Dr Claude R. Young
schools. Greater involvement in
Bailey General Hospital
202
Ferry
the decision-making processes
Detroit. Mich. 48202
of government. A greater facul------ty voice in the decisions of the
MAINTEN AN( E
ELECTRICIAN
university.

Classified Ads

U.N. DELEGATION - This
group will ,L represent Cambodia
at the Model United Nations
Meeting at the Sheraton - Jef-

Lane Will Represent Conference
Officials
Cambodia At Model UN Hero
Saturda

Humboldt News

National

Equipment

manufacture-

requires qualified maintenance electhe children in school, and done to make the school safe A greater student voice in the trician
to maintain variety of elecuniversity
and
decisions
of
the
trical mechanical equipment. Work
mentioned the project they for the little ones. They will
The Parent-Teacher Associa- have to provide clothing and spend the day Friday, March in the evaluation of teachers. A will involve repair of electrical controls for a variety of metal working
Lane College will represent the issues of the day.
Officers of the South Central tion of the Stigall Elementary shoes for any who are in des- 1, at Stip!' Elementary until greater number of consortiums, machine
tools. Interested individua Is
Cambodia in the Seventh AnConference of Seventh Day Ad- and High schools observed its perate conditions.
things are put in order for in which large and more heavily should seni! resume of experience
endowed universities offer help'education, pereOnal data & expected
nual Midwest Model United Through participation in the ventists visited the Alcy Sev- "Founder's Day" in the library
them at the church.
to Box 311 in care of this
to their less well-to-do sisters.'salary
NatiOns held at the Sheraton- sessions at St. Louis, the dele- fah Day Adventist church in of the Elementary school with Mrs. Scott is the wife of the
paper.
gation
personal
interest
on
Opportunity Employer
A
greater
members
The
Equal
will gain a Memphis last Saturday. Feb..a very unique program.
Brother James March is reJefferson Hotel in St. Louis,
former mayor of the city, and
Missouri, February 28 - March more realistic insight into the 24, and spoke to the members h audience sang "America" with is a very warm Chirstian per- ported doing nicely at Hubbard the part of higher education in
actual workings of the 'United at a special program at 2 p.m. Mrs. Louise Cooper at the SOD.
the plight of the ghetto.
2.
hospital in Nashville; Mrs. W.
Nations.
The officers of the Conference Piano, after which the chorus
F. Lacey and undertaker Mims Mrs. Koontz said the crisis in
The Lane delegation include
PART TIME
with headquarters in Nashville, under the direction of U. M. Music for the entire program
education is dependent on the
THREE REFINED LADIES
Melvin Bell, Los Angeles: John The Milwest Model United are Flders C E. Dudley. esi Garrett. gave a very impres- was furnished by the same are in St. Mary's.
To Demonstrate
ways in which education and the
Red., Chicago; Gayle Maxley, Nations is the largest inter- dent; J.A. Simons, secretary. sive devotion. The audience chorus. Mrs. Dorothy McKinSTANLEY HOME PRODUCTS
reacts to this
Cincinnati; Frank Boles, tells, collegiate activity of its kind treasurer; E.W. Moore, Sab- was greeted by Mrs. Catrell ney presented corsages to the Houston Vance had two black- community
COSMETICS
22 Hours --DA Y or EVENING
Tenn.; Jerome 'Millet, Liberia ever to be held in the Midwest bath School and Lay Acti vities, Thomas, and
Mrs. Louise past presidents and Mrs. J. S. outs and is doing fair at his'involvement. Both groups are
$35 Per Week Commission
going to have to re-evaluate thel
West Africa; James Stewart, and one of the largest Model secretary; R.P. peeay, ions. Croom presented the speaker, Vance gave recognition to them ' home on the Crossing.
Car Nee....,y
ways in which they look at each
Phone 458-4711 Or 276.4272
Bells, Tennessee and Steve United Nations ever planned. sionary Volunteer and Educe- Mrs. Dan Scott, attendance for holding on to a seemingly
1
First
said.
other,"
she
Baptist
church
impossible
Schools
from
task
until
it
all
has
the MidwesAjayi, Nigeria.
teacher for the city of Humsecretary.
tern states will be present tional
gotten to this level. Praise I Brownsville paid a visit to I -The educators cannot take
boldt
L.A.
Paschal,
public
And
They will be accompanied by with their delegations.
was given them and thanks for Lane Chapel last Sunday with relations secretary; J. C. Pitts, Mrs. Scott was realistic in all that had been done.
Manch' Peek, instructor in hisa special sermon by the pastor.
During the 1968 MMUN Con- Book and Bible House mana- her appeal to parents to keep
tory and advisor to the droup.
l
Rev. J. L. Tolbert and music
Remarks
followed
by
Princiger;
and
0.W.
Mackey,
publish- their children
ference, Line College will take
in school and pals Joe Clark and A. P. Nunn,
LOAN OFFICE
by
the sanctuary choir.
The Midwest Model United the position of Cambodia in all ing secretary.
showed anxiety for children with closing remarks by acting
Following
the
Memphis
visit,
, preparing for the future that president Richard Donald. Mrs. The occasion was a request
Nations was designed to stimu- the debates and will attempt
11248441 SEALE IT.
the ministers left for a visit to
late interest in the United Na- to secure the passage of reso- the Seventh Day Adventist, holds great possibilities for Myrtle Fitzgerald was mistress from the Stewardess Board No.
those who are prepared.
of ceremony, Mrs. Martha 3, Mrs. Cottrell Thomas, presiMONEY TO LOAN
tions and to give each par- lutions favorable to their posi- church in Clarksdale, Miss.
ticipant an unusual insight into tion. The experience will prove Elder J. M. Doggett is pastor She praised the teachers for Lacey, program chairman and , dent. A bus and several
ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
ON
cars
the positions of all countries on to be most enlighting.
of both churches.
their efforts toward keeping Mrs. Saul Ellison advisor.
came up from Brownsville.
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
The past presidents were
Rev. C. W. Allen and Rev.
Mrs. Emma Donald who spoke
NO.LOAN TOO SMALL
Tolbert have been long-time
for the group; Mesdames Annie'
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
Bryson, Geraldine Douglas,, friends, and since Rev. Allen
pastored
in
Brownsville
for
,
Inez Bryson and Elizabeth BalALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-1450
lard.
eight years many friends were
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The students Of Gillespie Kindergarten will move this Friday,
to the Lane Chapel Methodist
church on Mitchell street, until'
the present building has been
reconditioned. There has to be
a new rod add other things

We'll explain h o w
news should be
prepared, how it should •
be sent in.

your

NOTICE!
If you're not getting
your fair share of coverage, that's a situation
we can help you correct.
Deadline for all news 5
p.m. Sunday.
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Ckalaeo Ave.
2l

1141R4.31;

KA UF NAN ORIVE.IN
GROCERY
1297 Leitentele
KLONDYKI POOD
CENTER
1287 V.11.001.,
2704109
Fresh Moots & Veg.
KLONDYKE SUNDRY
1293 V•11.1.1tirm•
2724112
P.a., Daiwa.,
L & H SUNDRY
112 Silimroge
MeDOWEN SUNDRY
3419 Vette,
MAGNOLIA SUNDRY
2037 Beyla AellAu•
140011L LAUNDRY
204 W.leads
HIM
A
A44.1110
bitt
"
Palen
10 Ns MOM
526.9641
owls DRUG
1011 gitlitolppi
942.1 2
PM.. A Dili Siendoo
POST OFFICE
SCALE BRANCH '
PAMIATE SNUG PI
209 Seale
PROSPECT INIKALL
2243 S. Bellevue! Ski.
ROYAL SUNDRY
2495 Cornets
ROSEWOOD PHARMACY
1911 LmNatala
ROSS LYNN SUNDAY
429 S. Orlikt66
SANDERS DRUG CO.
565 S. Parilv.414, es

9184131

RUSSELL REXALL DRUG
2445 Chelsea
SILVER STAR
DRIVE.IN GROCERY
178 W. Mitchel I Rd.
SUBURBAN DRUG
752 E. Mc Laramie
948.4576
Pres. & D.I. Service
SUAREZ PHARMACY
1016 Themes
5254111 - 526.9727
Pres...Wham & Orsros
STROVER DRUGS
2192 Chelsea
276.2S1111
Pres. & Del. Service
SMITH SUNDRY
1447 Plethle
SMITH% TEXACO
SINVICII STATION
3171111seeN Need
TRIGO#WIL 61114Dif
455 E.vsft
TNIP441 A SWIM
303 Vance
vtc•s SUNDRIES
3013 Mame Agana
WELLINGTON MOM
wADLINGT011
251 E. McLatioro
WARES SUPERMARKET
226 V. &who Reed
WOULD MIMS CO.
Nevateepop. Aledeelese
From All Towns
115 Meares Aimee.
11/26.9920
LEt40W SUNDRY
2086 Chetahs
LINCOLN SUNDRY
612 illehniec4
wILLINOYOU It.SUNNY
R.11 S. Wallirs ton
PAIS OTT PUOS
.silt.... 0111
tn.i LIT* eUNDAT

ci

4:re
14 *AL ORMIN1
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Aspasia Bridge Club Holds First Meeting
r•

Mrs. Mary E. Franklin, presHare Mrs. Mary Williams, vice Exercising proficiency in the guest prize of steak platters
servers. Other guests were
dent of the newly organized As-: president; Miss Barbara Neal, art of playing bridge were Mrs. and
Mrs. Elizabeth Albert and Mrs.
pasia Bridge club was hostess secretary; Mrs. Linda Isabel, Smith, who won first prize of a Katie Jean Williams.
at the first meeting held in her! treasurer; Mrs. Tommie Mat- set of cook and serve fry pans;
Members enjoyed a menu
home on William Arnold rd.jhews Mrs. Jacqueline Smith, Mrs. Matthews, second prize
of skirt steaks, seasoned Frenc
Mrs. Franklin welcomed her' bridge counselor; Mrs. Lanetha of an electrical bread warmer, green beans, white potatoes in
the transportation of the blind still $ i aging her
praises. guests in a lovely lounging Branch, Mrs. Doris E. Hall, and Mrs. Powell, third prize of jackets, green goddess salad,
tand partially sighted adults Emma Stotts woo a gorgeous outfit of hot pink.
hot mils, with a choice of bev;Mrs. Clarice Powell and Mrs. walnut and cork trivet set.
who attend Adult Basic Edu- cocktail
set
which
Naomi Other officers and members Della Robinson.
erages.
the
won
Lockard
Mrs. Ida
cation classes at Georgia Ave- has since had monogrammed
nue. The Rubaiyats provide for her; Gwen Isabel snared
the funds for the bus that a five-piece serving set and
transports the students to and guests
Joan
Jolmsdn
and
from
school.
Eunice
Car- Beatrice 'Fitzgerald also capruthers narrated the style tured serving sets.
show and the models were Joyce
Weddi ngton
was,
Evelyn Vavasseur, who's a showered with gifts for her
stopper in any show: Gwen little Lloyd, Jr., by Barbara
Walton, Debra Si mpson, Knowles, M o the
McCright,
Debra Simpson, Debra Curry, Doris Walls, Evelyn Lewis,
Birdean Golden, Ruby Purdy, Vernette Golden and Martha
and Constance Lee.
Whitney much to the delight
We subbed in the place of of guest Bertha Dillard.
"The Queen" Martha Jean
Mrs. Mamie Willis enterSteinberg and acted as mis- tained the members
of Phyltress of ceremonies. The Queen lis Wheatley
Thursday evenhas received a promotion at ing in her home on
Pillow and
ERMA LEE LAWS
her station, WJI-B in Detroit, invited
gues ts
Mesdames
which
has
brought more Jennie Tarpley, Annie Mae
WEDDING RECEPTION .
responsibilities
and
travel. Jones, Ida Olive, and Louise
Hand Made
. . .Ann and Ernest Black-, "
We presented her humanitarian Westley to join,
There are times in
members Idesmoo were honored Saturday
man's life when regardless award for her to Peggy Brew- dames Isabel Roillhac, Alevening with a wedding re- of
er.
president
of the vivacious thea Price, Leath Jones, Authe attitude of the body,
ception given by the bride's the soul
is on its knees group of young femme!: for gusta Cash. Margaret Rivers,
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Paul in
prayer." Victor Hugo. being the member who raised Marian Gibson, Laurence PatKirk at the home on Boyd.'
the highest amount of money terson, Annabelle Alleyne.
Hat-,
The couple was married i
for the project as well as tie Braithwaite, Lilla Lewis,
St. Louis at the home of the is
exerting
tireless
energy
to
betterknown
Henrietta Craigen, and Misses'
bride's sister and brother-in" two
great grandmeres, the make the show a success.
Mattie Bell, Allison Vance,•
law, Dorothy and Dr. Cha r'
maternal, Mrs. Mary Etta Peggy, a little more than Isabel Greenlee, Harry Moe
les Quigless.
Ruben
and paternal, Mrs. "Twiggy" slip of a girl, was Simons and Emma Crittenden
The bride, a graduate o
smashing in black with rhine- for the catered supper party.
f C. M. Roulhac.
Tennessee A & I State Universtones trimming the hemline,
Emmanuel Episcopal Church
NOTES
sity taught at Carver High. FASHION
silver stockings and shoes.
prior to her marriage and the,"Transpo '68" with its fash-' There were prizes galore Women sponsored their annual
groom a recruiting officer to r ions, talent, fabulous prizes which included such items as Bridge-Whist Tournament in
the Marines and st a tione d and sparkling _ entertainment a silver bon bon dish, cologne, the Parish Hall on Friday.
in St. Louis is a native of was unfurled Sunday by the!centerpieces, make up items February 23. Avid bridge and
Rubaiyats at the Club Rose- for the first fifteen ladies to whitt enthusiasts, came early
BABY NEWS . . . .Its an- wood• There was an air of arrive
b a t h room carpe and stayed long to capture I
Mini-Falls
and
anticipation decorator pillows, silver serv- the many prizes offered by
other boy for Delorise and excitement
the
committee.
Hot
and
cold
from
the
very
beginning as ice, "Adventures in Negro
Chris Booth and he'll answer
to the name of Anthony Park- the crowds of fashionables History" albu ms, crystal refreshments were served.
$2995
er. M a ternal grandparents began pouring in, fashions candy dishes, You name it, More than 30 persons shared
in the prizes. Top Bridge winare the Parker Joyner and were as spectacular off stage and it was there.
paternal grandparents are the as on, with the Rubaiyats Headlining the terrific show ners were Mrs. A. J. Polk,
PhillipBooths. The luckly little setting the pace in thei • van-. were Lee Cunningham with first; Mrs. J. Hall, second and
fella joining his two year old ous styles of black dresses., his marvelous tenor voice, he's Mrs. T. J. Johnson third. Top
"Big Brother" Chris.
who 'I he show was given for also a member of the class whist winners were: Mr.F Jean
and has studied voice at Jul- Harvey, first; W. L. Bailey,
hard School of Music and was second; and Mrs. Adair. 3rd
accompanied
at the organ Chairman of the event was
very ably by Rosetta Peter- Pauline Allen. Members • of
son; the beauteous Batbara her committee were Lorene
. Perry who has a combination Osborne, P h y 11 is Wright,
WE HONOR
of voice and beauty, and Nor- Margaret Rivers, Ruth Ander-,
'ma Griffin and Gloria Ven- son, Laura Verner and Valtina
FIRST NAT:ONAL
' son's dance group which were Robinson.
Emogene W. Wilson is presioutstanding.
8ANKAMERICA/1D
receiving dent of Emmanuel Church
Other
members
compliments for the splendid Women, Pauline Allen, viceevening were Mary Hudson, president; Mary H. Jackson.
general chairman, who receiv- secretary, Virgil Bynum, treaed a contribution on behalf surer.
of the Rubaiyats from Betty Father Jarrette C. Atkins is
Rounds for Les Uniques of rector.
which she is president: Mose -Yvonne Hooks, chairman of
Serve Special Gu•sts With Pride!
the program, Jewel Walker,
Deberry, Anne
Lavonia
Victorian Swirl
Curtis, Doris Walls, oops, we
almost forgot, she was another one of the models:
,
Matte Little.. still a blushing
bride, Beverly Smith, Erdine
Hall, Mary Rhodes, Lorene,
Buford, Helen Green, Clara
•••
Ward. and
Parker. Gloria
32 piece service for 6
Maxine Shipp.
POST VALENTINE PARTY
The PATS tossed a
post valentine party and feted
their mates and dates at the
and
W ilhelmein
home o f
_................
Charles Thompson on Walker.
Keeping a steady banter of
gay conversation going were
It's the choice of smart hostesses. Dramatic swirl
Ezelle and Hannibal Parks,,
design with country stone glaze goes perfectly
she -was smart in an orange
with any decor. All 1st quality.
and beige silk suit; Shirley
32 piece service for 6 includes:
and Leroy Johnson, she was
6 cups • 6 saucers
6 dessert dishes
fetching in a blue and green
6-10" dinner plates
1 platter
knit; Mollie and Frank Fields,
6-61
/
4"salad plates
.Julia and William WoodarcV,
1 vegetable dish
Hazel Lee, Thelma Miner,
Euralia and Charles Fletcher,
Comfortize Your Seating
Ethel and George Isabel, and
Cotton Covered
Currie
with
House
Hattie
Boyd.
Good party foods and the
proper potables added their
bit to the gaiety of the evening.
They're fine quality, finNaomi Gochett took her
ished with a knife edge and
at entertaining the Queen
turn
secure ties so you can rer of Hearts and the girls are
verse them for double
wear. Smooth and featherlight, in a choice array of
brilliant decorator prints.

Society

527-3619
Gigantic
Clearance
Sale...

Merry

Go-roundi'

Mon Uaire

14 No. Main
At Court
Wigs

Falls

)

BY

.18"- $39"
21"- $5995

100% HUMAN
HAIR

$4995
Semi-Handmade Wigs:
$3895

Wiglets

$ 95

FROSTED
WIGS
$2995

Hairlon Falls
24" Long
$1095

French Wigs L
$59"
Mini-Wigs

$24"

SEE US FOR EXPERT
STYLING

KRESS

SPECIAL SPECIAL

wsivineket

CLEAN & STYLE $550

LADIES DAY VALUES FOR

LEAP YEAR SALE....

ME BEAUTY OF FRANCE

Earthen
Dinnerware

and the warmth of Mirambeau Cherry regally reflected in this e c,quisite bedroom suite

99

Foam Chair Pads

88c

Everybody Loves 'Ern!

Everybody's
Favorite
Treat

4.4
R,e4

Butterscotch

Regularly 89c lb

Candy Rolls

Chocolate

Bridge Mix

.
67

4

A delle1ews ssseruseas this hes
sit yew levoeftis PlOwes...reIsless,
mem eessos,welted isOlt, sod pee.
sols...soverisd with lissIoss parrs
solassi elbessIsto.

4rolls19c
These rolls are double size.
but the price isn't! They're
famous melt•in - you r-mouth
treats from Holland.

Conveniently Yours At Kress

(KRESS I
VARIETY FAIR

10:00 'Tit 6:00 P.M.
TUES., MED., AI FRI.
10:00 A.M. "ril 3:30 P.M.
'MRS. 10:00 A.M.
'Tit 1:00 P.M.
r

9 NO. MAIN STREET

Evers Wins
Primary
By William L. Vaughn

JACKSON. Miss. (UPI) —
Negro civil rights leader
Charles Evers outpolled six
white opponents Tuesday to win
a runoff berth for the Congressional seat vacated by Mississippi Gov. John Bell Williams.
Despite outdistancing runnerup Charles Griffin, a former
Williams administrative aide,
Evers was given little chance
in the March 12 runoff.
He rode the crest of a Negro
bloc vote to his Tuesday victory
with 240 of 308 precincts reporting, Evers had 24,959 votes
to 19,766 for Griffin. State Sen.
Ellis Bodron had 13,883.
Former Natchez Mayor Troy
[ Watkins had 7,883 votes; District Attorney, Joe Pigott of
Republican I
McComb, 6,711;
Hagan Thompson of Jackson,
4,301, and Dave Perkins of [
Jackson,

2322.

BUY U.S.
SAYINGS BONDS

Here for you, inspired by the ageless charm of France, is a bedroom suite
truly designed with luxury in mind. The sweeping triple dresser with matching
mirror, the elegant chest on chest and cane bed will compliment your home
and continue to thrill you forever. When you see the detailed carvings, when
you see the quality construction, when you see the beautiful finish—you'll
agree that it's an outstanding buy/

14
199
Includes:
Triple Dresser Matching Mirror
Chestof Drawers Cane Bed

DOWNTOWN STORE SUBURBAN STORES OPEN Mon., Tues., Wed. 'Til 9 P.M.

* Downtown
157 SOUTH WIN
Phone 526-5906
EASY TERMS
Free Perking et Allen berg's, 69 Beale!

*Park Ave.
brbideal IBIS

Atff101111111

3015 PARK AVE
Phone 323-7656
FREE DELIVERY

inn ss run moor
FREE STORESIDE PARKING

j

0
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Good Things Come In Little Spring Fashions
Good things come in little packages. That fact
is once again proven by the spring collection for infants and toddlers. It is full of "pretty little girl"
and "handsome little boy" looks.
Spring styles far little girls at Nannette include
the dirndl, the cinch waist, the coast dress, the tunic,
the shirtwaist dress, the ensemble, and the ever
popular A-line. On the whole, the silhouette is closer
to the body and has a shaped-in look — which nevertheless will not restrain active young bodies. An
example is the A shape'which comes in closer to the
body than here-to-fore and is often softened with
pleats.
•
•
•
Colors are in misty pastels, light brights and
the ever so important light neutrals in white and
natural. Gay floral prints are important as are stripes
and dots. All are to be found in maxi, midi and mini
A great many fabrics are given added interest
with texture. In sateens, there are satin stripes and
satin patterns on matte grounds. In the sheers, there
are voiles, swiss dots, lenos, organzas and batistes.
Introduced for the first time is a Nannette De- • A matching cape is of
signers Collection which is a bit more avant garde textured bonded orlon with
than the regular collection. In these groups are Crib front slashes for little
Sets, Babe and Toddler Frocks as well as Nannekins. arms to peep through.
•

In the Designers Collection are dresses with
capes, coat and dress ensembles in permanent press
broadcloth and pleated lace party dresses . .. there
are pant suits and pant presses. There is a costume
suit consisting of a bolero jacket and dress.
There's even a jacket and knicker suit. The Designer Collection is full of fun and fashion — a
winning corribination.
All of the collection is washable. Much of' it is in
.Permanent Press. All of it is beautiful. The problem
will be how to make a choice when so much choice is
offered.

• An A-line jacket with Nehru collar and show-off zipper tops this
pant-suit. The suit, of cotton fancy knit beige and white plaid, has patch
pockets which boasts show-off zippers, too. All by Nannette and available at Wieboldt Stores Inc.

MISS CLARICE JAMES

Miss Clarice James
To Be Wed March 30
Mr. and Mrs. Godfrey F. Tenn.
James of 2679 Enterprise st... The bride-elect attended MelMemphis, have announced the rose High school and was gradFranklin High
engagement of their daughter, uated from
Miss Clarice James, to William school in Sea-ttle7Wash.
R. Douglass, of Indianapolis,
Presently employed with the
Ind.
Radio Corporation of America
He is the son of the late Mr. (RCA) in Indianapolis, Ind.,
and Mrs. William R. Douglass, Miss James plans to take nurses training later in the year.
'Sr.
Mr. Douglass is a native of
to
The wedding is scheduled
Indianapolis and was graduated
take place on Saturday. March from Crispus Attucks High
30, at the Mt. .Pisgah CME school there. He is employed
church at Park and Marechal- as an em2,1neer.
neil.
Miss James is the grand• How smart can a littlei The wedding day for the daughter of Rev. J. A. Douglass
will fall on the thirtieth and Mrs. Clara James BUMS of
girl be? Here is a very couple
wedding anniversary of the Memphis. and Mrs. Maggie L.
smart A-line bonded dress bride's parents, when her moth- Douglass, Alexandria, Va.
in orlon with colorful er, who was then Miss Maggie
became the bride of Mr. William Douglass is the
stripes and double chain I Douglass.
Mr. James in a wedding ,brother of Mrs. Willie M. Moore
belt.
Iceremony held in Collierville, of Indianapolis.

IT'S "HOLIDAY" TIME AGAIN IN
MEMPHIS: WORLD'S GREATEST
ICE SHOW HERE Mar. 26-Mar. 31

home set...
jetset.

"ONLY SKATING SPECTACULAR THIS YEAR"!
Tues. Mar.261 730

• Classically tailored, bonded orlon A-line dress
with deep pink and light green horizontal stripes
in front and back — set off with vertical stripes
on the side. Dramatized by self-covered green
buttons.

pr,.

Sat.

Mar. 301 2.30 p.m.

Wed. Mar. 27: 7:30 p.m.

Sat. Mar. 20: SAO

Than. Aar. 2$: 730 pus.

Sum. Mar. 311 100 p.m.

Fri. Mar. 291 500 p.m.

Sue. Mar. 31, .430 pin.

•••
JUNIORS UNDER 36, HALF-PRICE
Sat. Mar. 30: 2:30 p.m. Only

$25°

4

PRICES
$300 $350 $400

•

FREE PARKING
S•ats

-=-Na

96z114(
B0101/7-n
IGHT

3

WHISKEY --"ILLS° ANO OOTIVID
ffaieo
f
Xi
DIVISION OF
,0411
4181e111 telf oil fel'
v•
••• ."
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Doris Marie Edwards
To Be Wed March 10
there she
Mrs Bessie W. Edwards of 1965. While a student
Charmettes
the
to
belonged
announed
2026 Dunn rd. has
Homemakthe engagement and forthcom- Social club, the New Sci-Che-Biing marriage of her daughter, ers of America, the
was an
Miss Doris Marie Edwards to Phy Science club, and
NDCC sponsor.
Eddie Franklin Hayes, II.

Now there's no reason why you can't enjoy Old Crow
wherever you are. At home? Choose Old Crow in the
familiar round bottle.Traveling? Take Old Crow along in
the handsome Traveler tuckaway fifth. Either way you get
America's favorite Bourbon...smooth, mellow Old Crow.

Old Crow
wofid's most poptAar Bourbon

IIIIMICICKST1614117 10111101111111WOOPROCf.INTILLEI 6110 BOTTLES IT IKE 16110113 OLS ROM DISTILLERY CO. F16111101T. KY.

1-4;•.•.

.

WORLD'S GREATEST
ICE SPECTACULAR

DORIS MARIE EDWARDS

..

•

The bride-elect is also the She attended Tuskegge Indaughter of the late Mr. John,stitute in Alabama and majorShepherd Edwards, Sr., found ed in business management.
der of the Victory Funeral: Miss Edwards made her debut
Home, Inc., at 845 Marechak in 1965 as a Kappa Debutante.
neil at.
Mr. Hayes is a graduate of
The prospective groom is the,Father Bertrand High school
on of Mr. and Mrs. Eddie and is now a junior at Christain
Franklin Hayes, Sr., of Eddie Brothers College majoring in
F. Hayes -and Son Funeral accounting.
Home at We North.Second St.
He is assistant manager of
The wedding will take place
Eddie F. Hayes and Son
the
the
at
16,
March
Saturday,
on
St. Thomas Roman Catholic Funeral Home, secretary of
Church at 1254 S. Lauderdale the Bluff City Funeral Directors
at. with Father Theodore Wei- Association and a member of
ser,.03.M., officiating.
the board- of directors of the
Miss Edwards was graduated Tennessee State Funeral Direcfrom Melrose High school in tors and Morticians Association

For
Reservations
PHONE

Box Offices:

7fabulous hoductions

COLISEUM

featuring Huge Cast of International

All Mesnphis Scars
Store* and in Jackson, Tenn., anti
Jonesboro. Ark.
Central Ticket Agency,tolslemitit's.

2144400
ORDIR YOUR
TICKITS TI41
EASY WAY
IT MAIL

Skating Champions and Stars
11111 10E 5 1111

RONNIE ROBERTSON
and ANNA GAI,MIARINI
Hrilling010.100t Import

CRITICS ACCLAIM NEW SHOW
"Colotreel, Meet Noslicloy on k.,' Cd Sekiya*
'Myst of them ells Ws the greetest show on he "'Joel Wilkie*
"Sheer Pierfeetlen, shako, brilli•nt." Richard Worts, N.Y. Pest
fed." Colby. !antra's! of C•INNIII,S•
"Stvonieg ... magnificently

MAIL ORDER BLANK
All MATS 11113114•10
$2.30,53
$3.30.04

CHECK PERFORMANCE DESIRED

Please look. Steamed
envelope
S•14-isdamosed
lee Precept Potent osi fkle.
etc

1

O Ttleit. Mar. 26, 7:30 p.m.El Sat Mar. 30,2:30 p.a.
D Wed. Mar, 27, 7:30 p.rn.Cl Sot. Mar. 313. 800 p.a.
10 mu. Nor. 28, 7-30 p.m. 0 Sun. Mar. 31, 1:00 p.a.
0 Fri. Mar. 29, 7.30 p.m. 01 Sen. Mar. 31,430 p.p.

•

HOLIDAY ON ICE

1

Moil Order Applicaf;on
aunt of $
for I
Money Order...... iv IS•
Incleced It Chose
eme SOS sr
keen celets re I
*1.1. Lams S
soar ler yerfeneems
• I
Phone
Zip

Address
'
I City

State
SINS am mu,.1

ma

-0. NO W.,.

U.%

Adwil.

Semler,ender \C hen prise
Sao. 1.311 p.m. may

,

Matte Check Payable tat Holiday 00111e•
Mail with stamped, self-addressed envelope
Hellday On ko,M1d-Sioutb

.

Colisove,Aisop1140,

Town. 38104

15.110.•- c,. s*':.. U,.0,0v
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Districts 34, 35 and 36 will
send 11 teams to the Region 9
tourney next week at White
Station
and the Coliseum.
Bartlett, Woodstock, Germanheavyweight
prize story, two-bedroom brick bun- five-year sentence and $10,000 was "child's play."
talented
By JOHN L. TAYLOR
town and Barret's Chapel are
fighter of this decade. He re- galow at the corner of 85th fine he received by refusing to "All great men go to jail at
the top seeds in District 34 Whatever you may think
of fused to serve his country and at. and Jeffrey Blvd. He had be inducted into the Army last
one time or another. . .look
which will crown its champion
the guy who calls himself that doesn't sit well with the just married a 17-year-old Mus- April on the grounds he is a
at Jesus," he said. "I'm ready
and decide its four representaMuhammad All, rest assured average fight fan.
lim girl named Belinda Boyd. Muslim minister. But Ali is to go now."
tives to the region this week at
of one thing: the Louisville That's OK with All.
He was friendly then and he serene.
Ready or not, this 26-yearMillington. Carver, Washington,
Lip has lost none of his sass. "Tell them I'm not sitting was friendly now when I came "The spiritual fist is stronger old pugilistic dropout nurses
Overton and CBHS occupy the
His teen-age wife is preg- around feeling sorry for my- calling at mid-morning. He was than the physical fist,'• he a full share of bitterness. He
top positions of the DIstrict 35
nant, his ex-wife is suing him self," he told me. "I made my also informal. He greeted me said, getting up from his study spoke of "them" and of reports
brackets, while Frayser, Lester, South Side and Melrose for back alimony, he can't find decision. I'm happy in my work dressed in a golden robe as table and plopping into a spa- that he is thinking of leaving
By BILL H. LITTLE
cious couch. "If I can get as the country and giving up his
figure to be the semifinalists work, he says he is broke and as a Muslim minister, and this if for the ring.
he is fighting to stay out of jail. is what I'll be doing for the The taped voice of Elijah good at this as I am at boxing, citizenship.
1 in District 36. The finals are
"They're trying to break me
Muhammad boomed through oh boy."
set for Saturday night at Mil- Not too many people feel rest of my life."
sorry, however, for the young
CAGE ROUND-UP
drubbed Memphis Treadwell lington, White Station
by not letting me
financially
What he does do is sit in his the living room.
and
He seemed eager to talk so I
man who is probably the most finely furnished home, at 8500 "I'll be with you in a few
overseas," he
It is time to hit the tourna- for the title. Treadwell coach Northside.
asked him how he liked life fight here or
said. "But I could never leave
ment trail as the basketball "Bear" McClain called the Melrose,
minutes,"
Ali
Jeffrey
Blvd.
on
said,
and
turned
Chicago's
S.
nowadays.
deprived
of
a
the country."
season grows rapidly to a cli- talented Middle Tennessee five chance
to fight it out for the Bartlett is rated number one South Shore, listening to the up the volume on the tape "I spend most of nu time
Does that mean he is broke?
max after over three months the finest high school team he city
in the state and should have taped voice of the man who recorder.
studying and preaching," he
championship
last
week
of action. From the smallest had ever seen. When Pearl losThe ex-champion looked old- said. "I knew that I was born I asked. '
because it was not scheduled little trouble surviving in Dis- runs his life.
hamlet to the large metropoli- es five or six games it is said against
Sometimes the fighter, who er, but not a pound heavier for something. Now I know. I "If a whole country can go
Frayser the AA League trict 34 despite being without
tan area, cage fans by the thou- the Tigers have had a bad seawas
known as Cassius Clay, than he did six months ago was born to preach to 22 mil- broke," he said. "You know
7-2
center
Steve Turner for
winner, could get a little belatsands will jam gymnasiums son. This has been a so called ed psychic
that I can."
heavyweight
champion of the at his wedding reception.
the
past
three
weeks.
The
Panlion so-called Negroes.
satisfaction
should
with
seating capacities at off year for Pearl, but don't the two
built-in
watching
the
sat
world,
does
some
roadwork
to
I
thers
have
utillized
talent
the
favorites advance to
"They're begging for inte- (If All is broke, some people
around 1,000 to over 18,000 count the Nashvillians out of the finals in
District 36. The of 6-5 Larry Morris more keep in shape. But most of the color television set with the gration, but they should be should be so lucky. The decor
which is expected to watch the the picture yet. They have the Rams
are 24-4 while the Golden with the absence of Turner with time he is All, listening in his push button control while Ali begging for separation."
at 85th and Jeffrey is modern,
NCAA Championship the latter winning habit.
Wildcats sport a 25-2 record. the results being several easy living room to the recorded took notes from the tape.
but the best. The dining
nothing
tighter.
Ali
pulled
robe
his
part of March in Louisville's
best
DISTRICT Amor,'
is the
It will take a major upset to victories. It will be interesting preachments of Elijah Mill. "Separatism
room table has a marble top.
lust
stage
for
"Boxing
set
the
Freedom Hall.
UNDERWAY
prevent a
F r ayser-Melrose to see how much the Turner hammad, the wizened little thing . . . for the good of both the big fig..'" he said.
The living room rug has an
Tournament time offers an Carver, still trying to catch final. Melrose obstacles come layoff will affect the Bartlett man who claims Clay as one races," Elijah Muhammad's
don't miss boxing at all," expensive spring to it. He seem
"I
opportunity for league cham- its breath after a miraculous from the likes of weak sisters momentum. Barret's Chapel of the most dedicated disciples voice blasted.
he said, "especially nince I to lack little, although it may
pions to prove their worth, and rally gave them a 48-17 win Sheffield, Trezevant and South is the dark horse in the tourney. of his separatist sect called the "You see," Ali beamed. "This
well be that Cassius Clay's
left undefeated."
to those quintets who may over Overton for the MIAA Red Side. The Scrappers have found The Negro Shelby
is beautiful. I couldn't give
County Black Muslims.
money tree has shed most of
Anyway,
he
said,
millions
have gotten off to poor starts, Division Championship, goes Melrose the only team that champs possess some fine I met Ali — I call him that this up even if it does mean
world its leaves.)
of
people
thilaughout
the
a second chance to claim hon- into this week's district tour- has been able to completely shooters and spring a surprise. because no one calls him any- going to prison."
All, who says he's been a
think he's the champ.
ors.
thing else to his face — six Prison is where All will go, "Come
ney play as the king-pins of dominate them. Frayser could
WELL INTEGRATED
minister four years, spoke bitbasement
on
to
the
District tournaments initiate the MIAA League. After a last find either Lester or Oakhaven A basketball expert warned months ago in this same one unless his appeal can beat the and look at all the mail that terly of his ex-wife and the
the countdown, for scholastic second basket by Lester Nor- as the big stumbling block in Kentucky's Adolph Rupp that
I've gotten from all over the New York attorney who have
cagers with the big prize being man gave the Cobras narrow its path to the showdown with the time has gone when you can
filed a suit against him.
world," he said.
up for grabs in the state tour- victory over Overton Carver Melrose.
win a national championship
He has never been proud. In "I have to pay that woman
the
ney. For West Tennessee teams held on to a slim lead during Should Overton make it to the without some Negro players.
his basement trophy room, he $1,200 a month and now
attorney (Haydon Covington)
an added incentive is the fact the last minute of play to earn finals against Carver it will be Rupp's Wildcats were defeated
was proud.
that the 1968 state meet will an unexpectedly hard fought the fifth meeting for the powers by the ebony dominated talent
who got me the maximum
be held in the Mid-South Coli- triumph over Frayser. 49-48, and only the Cobras have any- of Texas Western in the NCAA
"This is the trophy that I sentence is suing me for more
seum, March 11-16. Over 11,000 last Friday for the city title thing to lose. However, things finals in 1966 at College Park,
won for an Olmypic fight" than $200,000," he said. "How
fans squeezed into the Coliseum in the Coliseum. Overton won could be tough for both the Maryland. Of the 11 teams
the Olympic gold medalist of can I have any money?"
As for fighting, All said his
to see the 1965 finals won by the consolation prize by upend- Rebels and Carver. There are which will qualify for the Re1960 he said.
Murfreesboro over Alcoa who ing South Side 38-34. Douglass several teams that have play- gion 9 tourney next week, it is
He sifted his hands through a religion comes first.
won the state crown la,st yfar copped the "B" Team crown ed both down to the wire and safe to say eight will have Neboxfal of mail. "They all gunk "I'll fight again if the money
in Knoxville. The 1966 winner with a convincing 58-32 con- are waiting to ambush them in groes with possibly six of the
I'm rich," he said. He showed is right," he said. "Fighting
made them recognize me as a
was Nashville Pearl. Pearl quest of Melrose.
District 35.
quintets being all Negro.
off his old scrap books.
Muslim."
As we walked back upstairs, There is also the - small
Ali said, "I've always liked matter of Muhammad Ali, the
truth and I still do.
prospective father. He said he
"This is why I gave up and his 17-year-old bride ("al$10-million for what I believe most 18" as she puts it) are
in."
looking forward to a baby in
I
If he had to go to jail today, five months.
•z5,4
'
1114'.?.:
he said, he would have peace "I want seven or eight," he
of mind.
said. "Then I can teach my boy
"I'm free," he said. "the how to box."
jails are full of Muslims. The I asked him how he would
late Malcom X was converted feel if that first child turns out •
there and if this is my fate, to be a girl.
AUSTRALIAN challenger Lionel Rose grimaces as he gets a
"Oh, God," he said, and his
I'll do my preaching there."
right to the eye from defending champion Fighting Harada
Putting him in jail, Ali said, eyes grew very large.
during world bantamweight championship bout in Tokyo.
Rose went on to take a unanimous 15 round decision from
Harada to capture the crown. (UPI)

Ali Faces His Precarious Future

Sports
Horizon...

REDEEM YOUR
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is Week

Wear The White
Uniform Of Medicine

Mexicans Await
Boycott Details

Become a ...

MEJCICO CITY (UPI) — The Organizing Committee will conMexican Olympic Organizing tinue to be determined by the
with a principles which we have been
Committee reacted
terse "wait-and-see" to the supporting — absolute respect
news from Brazzaville that for Mexico's clean tradition
Black Africa will boycott the in its international obligations,
and unwavering respect for all
1968 Olympic Games here.
and forms of thought,
races
The organizing committee,
because of Mexico's friendwhich sent a three-man deleship for all peoples of the
gation to the Congo meeting to
earth."
try to talk the Africans out of
India's Olympic Committee
would
it
said
boycott,
the
Tuesday it has not
announced
from
"await a detailed report
yet whether it will
. as well as decided
the mission .
withdraw.
the opinions of the international Olympic Committee and
the national Olympic Committees. . ."
The Black African nations
voted unanimously Monday to
boycott ,the Games, to protest
the readmission of apartheid
South Africa to Olympic competition.
The International Olympic
Committee decided to readmit
South Africa after the officially
racist nation promised to send
an integrated team to the Olympic Games in Mexico City in
October.
A statement by Pedro Ramirez, head of the Mexican organizing C o mmittee, again
stressed that Mexican mem' bers of the International Committee voted against readmitting South Africa.
Ramirez said:
"The action of the Mexican

* Doctor's Assistant
* Medical
Receptionist
* Nursing Assistant
* Nurse's Aid

Now is your chance to bo trained in a few short wools for
the many iob opportunities now existing in the Medical
in the Memphis area. No age limi+-16-60.
MT AND NIGHT CLASSES

'FREE JOB PLACEMENT
CALL 272.1607 OR WRITE

Mid-State Medical Academy
33 No. Cleveland--Srite 100
Crosstown 114

tilensphls, Teen.

Sit IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS INSIDI
_

EXTRA FREE QUALITY STAMPS FOR YOU
Now fill your savers book even foster

Redeem your Quality

Stomp

coupon that you received in the mail, at BIG STAR! Redeem your coupons
every week.You can fill.two extra saver's books FREE when you recleemyour

QUALITY STAMP Coupons at BIG STAR!

ANDREWS OLDS
-PRICE BUSTERS

Blair Gets OK
From Oriole Docs

7ee‘eite.cue'Pte ,4441ay4 4m6fe9. -714eftet4l

MIAMI — (UPI) — Center
fielder Paul Blair of the Baltimore Orioles has been given
permission by doctors to report for spring training with
the rest of the regulars Wednesday, but the forecast is that
be still, will not be ready to
play by opening day.
Blair chipped a bone in his
right ankle playing winter ball
in Puerto Rico. The cast was
removed several weeks ago
and Blair is now walking without the aid of a cane but with
a slight limp.
director,
personnel
Oriole
Harry Dalton, said that Blair
will continue his physical therapy exercises while in Florida
but that doctors have instructed him not-to start running until late March.
Dalton listed rookies Dave
May and Mery Erttenmund
and veteran Don Buford, acquired this winter from the
Chicago White Sox, as candidates for the center 'field position until Blair is ready.

COME IN TODAY — ASK ONE OF OUR COURTEOUS SALESMEN TO
SHOW YOU ONE OF THE CLEANEST CARS IN TOWN — MOST OF
THE MANY TO CHOOSE FROM ARE STILL IN WARRANTY

THESE COURTEOUS SALESMEN
HAVE SATISFIED OVER 10,000 CUSTOMERS EACH
—IN SALES and SERVICE—
•"NICK"

BONNETTE

• J. P.(JAY) GUIDI

• BOB TABOR
• R. D. WILLIAMS

OVER 50 CLEAN USED CARS TO CHOOSE FROM — COME IN
TODAY AND — MAKE YOUR SELECTION —
AT YOUR No. 1 OLDSMOBILE DEALER

ANDREWS
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Watkins Chapel
Reports $300
In Baby Contest

Magicians End Season
On .500 SIAC Record

Page 11

Retailers Urged To Nominate
Salesmen To The Hall Of Fame

heart of the Kentucky Blue
Grass country where abounds
the limestone springs, thoroughbred horse farms, and race
tracks, historical homes and
monuments, and Bourbon dist.illeries nestled in a lush coontryside.

LeMoYne's Magicians open- marksman.
The Old Taylor Hall of Fame.
ed and closed their regular Due back is Jackie RobinOld Taylor Hall of Fame, aspirations of salesmen.to pay tribute to the men of the designed to pay tribute to great
basketball schedule with vi& son, another scoring ace from
.Hall of Fame. The ad reports: salesmen, originated with B C
The winner of the first prize the only vehicle established to
According to that ad: —
tories and finished the season Hamilton High in Memphis,
in the Baby Contest, sponsored honor the great salesmen of "Each eyar we
Ohlandt, chairman and chief
install a new "This
with a .500 record in the Sou- and Bill Hayes, the outstandyear
we're
doing executive officer of Almaden
recently by the Missionary so- the industry, marks its 5th group in the Hall of
Fame.
thern Intercollegiate Athletic ing performer on defense from
something extra, special. In
ciety of the Watkins Chapel anniversary urging retailers Their names are
engraved on order to celebrate our 5th An- Vineyards, Inc., known as a
Conference race.
Louisville. Both are forwards.
CME church was little Miss and tavernmen in a series of bronze
salesman's salesman, who has
plaques at the Old niversary, we're
They were called to Tuskegee Meggett, Taylor, Todd and
going
to devoted most of his business
Annette Bowens, daughter of ads to send in the names of the
of
Hall
Taylor
Fame
located
at
bring back the original winners life to the profession of selling
on the eve of the SIAC tourna- Hayes will be seniors. RobinMrs. Annie Flowers Bowens of man calling on you who has
"done a superior all-around our distillery in Frankfort, Ken- from the Class of '64. It's going and wiles management.
ment to tackle Fisk in a playoff son will be a junior.
SUPPLY SPECIALIST — Air- 1575 Carpenter st.
tucky. There we honor them,to be
an impressive celebrafor the eighth spot in the con- Other dependables expected man .1. B. Stout, son of Mr. The winning child was spon- sales job."
during a three-day celebration tion."
In 1964, 19 salesmen were
ference meet and handled his to return in the fall are Sam and Mrs. Eddie Stout of 2311 sored by Mrs. Eula Flowers,
Ads are headlined:—"5th An- in the heart of Bourbon coonelected to the Hall of Fame
task with remarkable skill by Bachelor of Cincinnati, Jeff Dublin ave., Memphis, has president of the Missionary So- niversary of
try.,,
the Old Taylor
The Old Taylor Hall of Famelten in 1965, ten in 1966, and nine
eliminating the Bull Dogs from Alexander of Canton, Miss., completed basic training at ciety.
Hall of Fame. Send your vote.
bronze plaque is located in the in 1967.
Lackland AFB, Tex., and is The second place winner was
Nashville, 96-91. The two teams Herb Carter of
How
the
are
salesmen
selectIt might send your man to our
Montgomery,
Old Taylor Museum at Taylorhad finished in a tie in the 16- Ala., Bill Carter of Mcmphis, now being trained as a supply little miss LaWanda Renee biggest ceremony yet."
ed? The ad informs that "to ton, Kentucky. Names of the
specialist
at
Lowry
LeAFB,
Mrs.
Colo.
race.
of
American marketing was still
daughter
conference
Stockton,
member
John Blair of Montgomery
find these exemplary sales- men elected are inscribed per- in its primitive
stages, based
The Magicians drew No. 1 and John Hankerson of Detroit. A 1966 graduate of Booker T. Vern Stockton of 2585 New Ra- Based on nominations from l
Washington High school, he leigh rd. She was sponsored by licensees, each year a group men, we asked retailers and manently on this plaque. The mostly on price and commodity
Bethune-Cookman in the open- Here is
LeMoyne's 1967-68 attended Tennessee State uniwas
nominations.Museum
constructed from selling. By putting stress on
Mrs. Elizabeth Parker, co-chair of great salesmen of the liquor distributors for
ing round of the tournament basketball record:
the original railroad station quality and brand names,
versity before entering the Air man of the program.
he
industry
are
elected
the
to
Old
The
men
who
and played their usual brand
qualified
would
AT HOME
Force.
As a result of the contest, 'aYlor Hall of Fame. These be crack salesmen in every. built by Col. E. H. Taylor in helped change direction of marof sparkling ball before bow
LeMoyne 105 Rust 89
1910.
keting in this country and
some $300 was reported to the nominations are now pouring in way: They'd have imagination,
Mg to the Floridians, 119-103.
LeMoyne 107 Tuskegee 98
move its development toward
church building fund treasure. from distributors to National drive, personality, character.
A
in
salesman
the
traclassic
In all conference games, inLeMoyne 136 Fisk 100
its present modern forms.
Reb. R. M. Downey is pastor Distillers offices in New York
Col.
dition,
Taylor
a
had
flair
cluding tournament play, LeLeMoyne 103 Ala. State 1201
of the church.
and being screened by judges. "besides on-the-jobexcel, for showmanship and sound He signed his name on each
Moyne posted an 8-8 record.
LeMoyne 96 CBC 109
The election ceremonies will lence, the panel of judges also brand building that contribut- lable of every bottle of Old
The Magicians' overall posting
LeMoyne 99 Dillard 108
civic, charitable ed to beinging Old Taylor to its Taylor as a guarantee of its
be held in Frankfort, Kentucky, considered
for the season was 11-15.
LeMoyne 97 Ala A&M 86
and social accomplishments. present eminence.
qua liyt.
May 14-16.
In regular games played at
LeMoyne 68 Clark 58
So that the men finally elected On display at the Museum
Because of his work for
home, the Magicians won 9,
By the end of March, after a to the Hall off Fame would not
LeMoyne 93 Midwestern 81
are old documents, photos, quality standards, he became
and lost 4. They won only one 1
LeMoyne 67 Lane 84
only
close huddle among the judges,
be outstanding members bottles, price lists, books, rec- known as the father of the
and dropped 10 on the road.
LeMoyne 108 Ft. Valley 103
names of the Hall of Fame of our industry, but also exem- ords, ads and illustrations re- Bottled-In-Bond
which
Act
LeMoyne split with Rust,
LeMoyne 86 Knoxville 62
plify exceptional contributors to Latin to Bourbonhistoryd changed the Federal law so
winners will be ready to be
Fisk, Clark, Knoxville and
the community as a whole," Old Taylor. These Americana bottling in bond was done under
LeMoyne 95 Tougaloo 82
announced.
TongaIon
the ad says.
AWAY
and memorabilia have been government s u p ervision.
Coach Jerry Johnson will
LeMoyne 111 Rust 120
Men selected will be invited
collected from all over the He was Mayor of Frankfort
,
with
A coupon in the ad —.
floor the same starting five
LeMoyne 96 Lincoln (Mo.)
world.
for 17 years, a civic-minded
to
attend
at
ceremonies
the
I
room
for
the
name
and
address
academbarring
next season,
145
and businessman, bev a cation
During
citizen
months,!
of
the
—
salesman
is
addressed
Old
Taylor
Museum in . the
LeMoyne 78 Ala. State 93
ic difficulties. Bill Meggett, the
national advertising
in
Old
of
the
Hall
liever
Taylor
Fame!
to
"Your
Old
Taylor distribuBlue Grass country .where the!
LeMoyne 88 Lane 113
5-11 scoring flash from New
is a major tourist attraction of' when this was not yet fully
tor,"
and
asks
licensees
to
atelection
Old
the
to
Taylor
Hall
LeMoyne 119 Tougaloo 134
York should be back at one of
test that the "salesman has the Blue Grass country. Thou- appreciated, one who loved and
of Fame is held.
the guards, along with Boggy
LeMoyne 112 Dillard 126
IN WYOMING — Airman Dendone a superior all-around salesl sands of families from all parts understood the value of a good
LeMoyne 101 Ala. MEM 98 nis Flowers, Jr., son of Mr.
Todd, a converted guard from
The ad reports that the Old job and is worthy of considera- of the country in their auto- tasting promotion, he brought
Father Bertrand High in MemLeMoyne 95 Knoxville 97 and Mrs. Dennis Flowers, Sr.,
imobiles visit the Museum and customers to the distillery to
Taylor Hall of Fame was es- 1 tion for the Hall of Fame."
phis. Todd was an asset on deLeMayne 70 Clark 80
I inspect the Hall of Fame demonstrate to them how the
of 1646 Silver St., Memphis, has
tablished five years ago "toi
LeMoyne 96 CBC 99
fense and in the point-making
product was made and its best
completed basic training at
create an institution that wouldl A big shindig is being cookedi plaque.
department.
LeMoyne 96 Fisk 97
Lackland AFB, Texas, and is
represent the highest ideals and!up to mark the 5th Anniversary,' Taylorton is located in the uses.
SIAC PLAYOFF
now being trained as a security
Big 6-8 Willie Taylor, the cenLeMoyne 96 Fisk 91
policeman with a unit of the
ter from Byhalia, Miss., is exStrategic Air Command at
SIAC TOURNAMENT
pected back to continue his
LeMoyne 103 Bethune-Cook - Francis E. Warren AFB, Wycommanding job beneath the
man 119
oming. He is a 1967 graduate of I
basket. He is also a dependable
Hamilton High school.

Food Stamp Program
Is Extended By 0E0

ANNETTE BOWENS

MEMPHIS

EAST-5014 POPLAR At Mencien.

An extension of the Office of . Berry, Director of Community!
Economic Opportunity's Emer-'Action Programs, stated thatl
gency Food Stamp Loan pro-:the loans will enable the noon
gram will enable thousands of to purchase Department of
poverty-stricken families living Agriculture food stamps. Thel
in 18 counties in six Southern stamps can then be spent like:
states to continue to buy much moneys USDA's Consumer and
needed food, Sargent Shriver, Marketing Service. Each dollar
Director of the Office of Eco- buy four dollars worth of food.
nomic Opportunity, announced
In addition, Mr. Berry stated
today.
the loan program employs
that
0E0's original $1 million
.
4
poor people as County Loan
Emergency , Food Stamp Loan
eligible
all
out
search
Aides to
program, authorized in May
households and assist them to COMPLETES BASIC — Airman
1967, has expired. The current
participate in the program.
Willie N. Faulkner, Jr., son of
program, funded for $685,000,
Mr. and Mrs. W. N. Faulkner,
are
recipients
loan
The
1968.
30,
June
to
will extad
of 3939 Raines rd., MemSr.
tenants
farmers,
small
mainly
The current program is one
phis, has completed basic trainpart of a proposed $10 million and seasonal workers living in
ing at Lackland AFB, Tex.,
nationwide Emergency Food 18 of the poorest counties in the
and has been assigned to the
Arkanof
States
the
in
and Medical Assistance pro- nation,
Force Technical Training
Air
gram for the poor, with the Of- sas, Alabama, Georgia, MissisCenter at Amarillo AFB, Tex.,
Tenand
Carolina
South
sippi,
Opportunity,
Economic
of
fice
for specialized schooling as a
the Department of Health, Edu- nessee. The majority are unemsupply specialist. He is a 1967
cation, and Welfare, and the ployed.
graduate of CapievWe High
made
are
loans
stamp
coFood
Agriculture
Department of
school.
Action
Community
by the local
ordinating their activities
In explaining how the loan Agency in each designated —
program works, Theodore M county

Tougaloo College Has
A Poet In Residence

TOUGALOO, Miss. (Special) leave from her position as
A widely published young brarian at the Town School of
poet will be spending the next New York.
During her college years,
few weeks in residence on the
Lorde worked as a mediMiss
concampus,
Tougaloo College
ducting a workshop for student cal clerk, arts and crafts supervisor, ghost writer, social workwriters.
New York-born Audre G. er, x-ray technician and facLorde, whose works have been tory worker. Her first poem
published in half dozen antholo- was published in 1949 when she
gies in this country and in Eng- was 15.
land, arrived on the campus Several of her poems have
February 11 for a five-week been printed in Negro Digest,'
stay. Her own first volume of a Chicago quarterly. Books in
poetry, "The First Cities" will which they appear include
be published shortly by Poet's "New Negro Poets." edited by
Langston Hughes, "Beyone The
Press of New York.
Miss Lorde anticipates the' Blues" and "Sixes and Sevens."
publication of a magazine of The wife of a New York atpoetry by students at the end torney, Edwin Rollins, Miss
of the workshop, and plans a Lorde is the mother of two: a
public reading of works devel-, daughter, four, and a son, three
She is brought to the Tougaloo
oped during the period.
campus as a part of the "Poets
College
Hunter
A graduate of
with a B.A. degree in English in Concert'' program supported
and philosophy, Miss Lorde by the Woodrow Wilson Nationstudied for a year at Mexico al Foundation and National Enreceived a dowment for the Arts, arrangUniversity and
master of science degree in li- ed under the auspices of the
brary science from Columbia YMHA Poetry Center of New
University. She is presently on York.

Board Of Education
Taking School Census
convenience, school supplies
and new school buildings will!
be affected materially by re- 1
suits of this census.
In Memphis today, there
are approximately 5,000 teachers that are loyally devoting
The information obtained is their time to the instruction of
used to determine where these some 125,000 children in our cit
children live, how many of schools. The Memphis Board
each age, how many will be of Education is endeavoring to
eligible for school next year, plan for the future in order
and the years to come. It will that the school system will conalso indicate which sectionl of tinue to improve to meet the
our city are growing. Infor- needs of our boys and girls.
mation will he used by school Parents are asked to coopauthorities to better plan for the erate in this census. When they
additional needs of youth of the receive one of the census cards,
city
they are asked to mark as reBuilding facilities, teacher quested and send to the public I
to their resisupply, school districts to pro- school nearest
dence
vide a maximum of safety and

The Board of Education of the
Memphis City Schools is taking
a school census of all ebildren
born 1961 through 1967, that live
in the City of Memphis. This
census is required by state law.
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MIDTOWN-1620 MADISON

DOUBLE COLA

SWANSDOWN

CAKE MIX

2 Cartons Limit

WHITE. YELLOW, LEMON
OR DEVIL'S FOOD

16-0z.
Plus Deposit

GOLD MEDAL

STAR KIST

LaWANDER STOCKTON

SACRAMENTO
IV%
r Di.ttinthir

PEACHES
HALF OR SLICES

THE FINEST SHOES
THAT CAN BE .MADE

WE HONOR
GOVERNMENT
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GOLD MEDAL

SMUCKERS

SUNSWEET

PRUNES
DEL MONTE

CATSUP
See Leo King
For Your
Stacy Adams Shoes

s- FRED . MONTESI
DOMINO

SUGAR
SLACK

Pr

$3600

WITH COUPON

LB
BAG'

With coupon and $5.00 additional purchose, •xcluding
valu• of coupon m•rchandis• (fresh milk products and
tobacco also •xcluded in c amplianc• with stat• low).
On• coupon per family. Coupon expires Wednesday, Noon,
t
Mot. 6th. Anti-frem also •xcluded in coupon redemption.
c

FRED

MONTESI

You'll wear Stacy-Adams Shoes for

buy. Fine
hand -craftsmanship ... rich styling ... luxurious
leathers ... assure you instant and everlasting
years—knowing they're the finest you can

comfort — plus smart good looks that'll carry you
through many seasons.

99 South Main Street
Cherge Accounts Invited

ebrAF.

SWIFT'S
SAUSAGE
40,2F.
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IIIIKERS MAULED ITY COPS
Police Hits, Gasses
Sanitation Workers;
Boycott Slated
cityFollowing a heated
council session held in the city
auditorium last Friday, T.O.
Jones, president of Local 1733
AFSCME obtained permission
from the proper authority to
lead his 1300 striking sanitation
and public works employees in
a peaceful march to Mason
Temple.

BEING BEATEN BY COPS
— Pictured above is one of
the vicious attacks by ra-

cist policemen on black
citirens last Friday in front
of a downtown department

store. The unidentified victim was dragged away by

the cops following
brutal assault.

the

DISCUSS MARCH — T.O.
Jones, president of Lock
1733 AFSCME receives the
go-ahead for the planned
Inspector
march from
Cooke. Cooke, is holding
the walkie-talkie used to
inform the hundreds of po-

(icemen outside on . the
events inside. Jones said,
with all of the money that
the city is paying these
cops for overtime, guarding garbage truck, could be
spent on higher wages for
the sanitation workers".

innocent bystanders.

One man, 0. B. Hicks 72, who
never worked for the city was
leaving Goldsmith's when he
was sprayed with the "blinding
chemical" until he toppled to
the ground. He was then beaten
with clubs. Mr. Jacque Whilmore, regional director of the
Civil Rights Commission pleadA skirmish developed in front ed with the police to stop beatof the Auditorium as dozens of ing the man as he showed his
policemen donning gas masks federal government identificonverged upon the exiting cation card. The policeman
sanitation workers. The failure quickly turned and sprayed
of the commanding officer Whitmore with Mace until he
stationed inside the building was temporarily blinded. Meanto relay the message to the while, the 72 year old Hicks
troops stationed outside was complained to a ranking policeblamed for hassle.
man about senseless beating
was rushed to a hospital,
and
Mayor Loeb and police direcreleased and arrested
treated,
tor Frank Holloman agreed to
of disorderly conyield half of Main St. to the on charges
duct, assault and battery and
marchers.
night riding.
As the marchers drew nearer
to Beale St., city police riding White reporters and photofive per car forced the march- graphers were at liberty to
ers closer to the curb by bump- cover the march with the protecing and nudging them with the tion of the Memphis Police,
squad cars.
while the DEFENDER reporter.
was threatOne car ran over Miss Gladys photographer team
sprayed
and
at"
"swung
ened,
Carpenter's foot and stopped.
officers.
law
the
by
three
provoked
action
This
men to shake the car to let the
According to the local labor
officers know that they were leader T. 0. Jones, Inspector
parked on Miss Carpenter's Cooke of the police departfoot.
ment accused Jones .of inciting
The patrolmen, ready for ac- the men to over-turn the squad
tion, received the "go ahead" car. Several eye-witnesses refrom their chief to charge thel ported that Jones was nowhere
marcher. Equipped with four near the scene, but was wedged
feet long clubs and the new riot between a blue unmarked cruisspray. 'Mace, the patrolmen er and black squad car two
converged upon the marchers in blocks away from the eruption.
a Gestapo-like manner, beating (STAFF PHOTOS BY HARRIS
the marchers, onlookers and AND SENGSTACKE) •

Needless brutality was exabed by the police upon the
marchers, passers-by and

Local cops ready for action, converge upon the
marchers in a Gestapo-like

innocent bystanders. An
unidentified marcher said
that the "whole mess was

manner, beating and spraying onlookers and bystanders along with the march-

those damn
by
started
cops". Shown above are the
uniformed troops spraying

Mace on the peaceful marchers.

ers. "The cops demonstrated their inefficiency by
spraying themselves with

the riot chemical, Mace,"
one observer said.

with Arsemr _ AFL —
presiC10 International
dent Jerry Wart (right) and

two other local labor leaders during a recent call
City COOliell mending.

The above policeman was
Tennessee
by
identified
Council on Human Relations director, Barton Bry-

ant as the one who sprayed
him "at point blank range"
with Mace

"Gimme That Camera nigger" is what the officer
yelled to the DEFENDER
cameraman seconds after
this photo was taken. "Mem-

phis Finest" as the local
police prefer to be called,
attempted to beat the lensmen before he ran into the
crowd. The reporter-photog-

rapher team assigned to
cover the march were cursed, sprayed with Mace, and
threatened by the police,
while white newsmen work-

ed freely with OIL protection of the police.

PROTEST UNFAIR NEWS
— Dr. Vasco Smith, local
dentist and NAACP official

holds up a copy of a daily
newspaper calling for an
mediate boycott. Dr. Smith

newspaper calling for an imcriticiwd the daily press for
Its umiak none slanting and

for injeieting the race issue
Into the labor dispute.

1

torn' SOUTINT — Rev.
'Saes Lawson, (left)pastor of Cenninery Methodist

church and chairman of
Committee
the Strategy
above
converhog
shown

V

